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Perturbative QCD, jets Phys.

Very very informal notes!
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Intro’: e+e− → quarks

Far below the Z pole:
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where 

Xl(S) = K 
s(s - Ml) 

(s - kg)2 + I$bf; 

x2(5-) = kc2 
(s - At;)2 + rgf; 

K = yEas; 

Here GF is the Fermi constant, a is the electromagnetic coupling, Mr and Ts are 
the mass and total decay width of the Z boson respectively. The vector and axial 
couplings of the fermions to the Z are 

vf = Is/ - 2Q, sin2 Bw, af = 13f , WI 

with 131 = +i for f = Y, u, . and I3/ = -4 for f = e, d, The x2 term comes 
from the square of the Z-exchange amplitude and the x1 term from the photon-Z 
interference. At centre-of-mass scattering energies (,,6) far below the Z peak, the 
ratio s/i@ is small and so 1 > x1 > ~2. This means that the weak effects - 
manifest in the terms involving the vector and axial couplings - are small and can 
be neglected. Eq. (95) then reduces to 

da -= 
dcos0 %(1+ cos2,). 

Integrating over 0 gives the total cross section, 

(98) 

On the Z pole, ,I% = Ms, the ~2 term in (95) dominates and the corresponding 
(peak) cross section is 

00 = 12gK2 (UT + v,‘)($ + vj) 

We next introduce the ratio R of the the total e+e- hadronic cross section to the 
muon pair production cross section. As we have seen, the former is obtained at leading 
order simply by counting the possible qQ final states. Thus, at energies far below the 
Z pole, we have 

R = o(e+e- + hadrons) 
u(e+e- -t p+p-) 

=Cq4ef++qd =3CQ2, 
u(e+e- -* p+p-) ~ q (101) 

On the Z pole, the corresponding quantity is the ratio of the partial decay widths of 
the Z to hadrons and to muon pairs: 

c w + 4 Rz = rzz?+h$;:y = r(‘z ~ ~+~-) = 3~~(o; + v;) 
u; + v; . (102) 
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1 &CD AND E+E- ANNIHILATION 

the proton and neutron as constituents yielding 

t = [(1)2 - (0)2] = 1 (5) 

So the measured decay rate is suigestive of the existence of three colours of fractionally 
charged quarks, but not conclusive. 
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Figure 1: (a) no decay. (b) e+e- annihilation to quarks 

Another test of the number of charged fundamental constituents is provided by 
the ratio of the e+e- hadronic total cross-section to the cross section for the produc- 
tion of a point-like object such as a muon pair. The virtual photon emitted by the 
annihilating electron and positron will excite all electrically charged constituent-anti- 
constituent pairs from the vacuum. Thus the contribution from the U, d and s quarks 
each of which occurs in three colours is 

.=3[ @+ (-;)2+ (-9’1 =2 (‘5) 

The experimental data are shown in Fig. 2. Below charm threshold they are in 
approximate agreement with Eq. (6). 

The existence of approximately point-like constituents inside a hadron was demon- 
strated by the classic electron deep inelastic scattering experiments performed at 
SLAC. The surprising result was that the measured structure functions did not fall 
off as the inelasticity of the reaction increased. Rather the structure functions had 
the property of scaling which was indicative of point-like structure inside the target 
nucleons. This gave rise to the ‘parton’ model, where the constituents of hadrons 
were identified with partons. The partons are now known to be the coloured quarks 
and gluons. 

The final step in this chain of argument was provided by the discovery of asymp- 
totic freedom. Before the discovery of asymptotic freedom the outstanding question 
was why quarks appeared to be free particles when probed by a deep inelastic photon. 
Since quarks vrere not observed as free entities they evidently had strong interactions 
which bound them together to form hadrons. The discovery of asymptotic freedom 
predicted that the coupling of quarks and gluons could be large at large distances 

For the 3 light quarks:

Intro’: e+e− → quarks
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Figure 2: Compilation of values of R 

so as to confine quarks; at the same time the coupling was predicted to be small at 
short distances so that quarks behaved as free particles at asymptotic,energies. How- 
ever the approach to asymptotia is very slow - it is only logarithmic. At any finite 
energy there are calculable corrections to the free quark result which are unambigu- 
ous predictions of the theory. These lectures examine those predictions at collider 
energies. 

1.2.2 QCD Lagrangian 

We begin with a brief description of the QCD Lagrangian and the Feynman rules 
which can be derived from it. This is a practical guide which does little more than 
introduce notation and certainly does not do justice to the elegant structure of quan- 
tum field theory. For more details, the reader is referred to the standard texts [5,6,7]. 
Introductions to perturbative QCD can be found in refs.[8,9,10,11,12]. 

Just as in Quantum Electrodynamics, the perturbative calculation of any process 
requires the use of Feynman rules describing the interactions of quarks and gluons. 
The Feynman rules required for a perturbative analysis of QCD can be derived from 
an effective Lagrangian density which is given by 

’ = -iF,A,Fi’ + C qc~.(‘P - m)abqb + Lgauge-fixing + &host. 
fla”ours 

(7) 

This Lagrangian density describes the interaction of spin-h quarks of maSS m and 

Adding c, c + b yield R = 10/3, 11/3

Results seem always higher??
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Contribution from higher orders ...

Intro’:                         @ NLOe+e− → quarks
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Figure 8: The total cross section as predicted by Eq. (95) and Eq. (99) 

These results are valid for massless quarks. 
With q = u ,..., b, Eq. (101) gives R = 11/3 = 3.67. From Fig. 2 one can see 

that at 4 = 34 GeV the measured value is about 3.9. Even allowing for the Z 
contribution (ARz N 0.05 at this energy), the measurement is some 5% higher than 
the lowest-order prediction. As we shall see, the difference is due to higher-order 
QCD corrections, and in fact the comparison between theory and experiment gives 
one of the most precise determinations of the strong coupling constant. 

The O(as) corrections to the total hadronic cross section are calculated from the 
real and virtual gluon diagrams shown in Fig. 9. For the former, 

e+(qd +e-(92) + 4424 + dP2) +9(k) (103) 

Fig. 9(b), it is convenient to write the three-body phase space integration as 

da3 = &da d CDS /3 dy dx, dx2 (104) 

where 0,/3,-y are Euler angles, and zr = 2E,J& and x2 = 2Eq/& are the energy 
fractions of the final state quark and antiquark. The matrix element is obtained using 
the Feynman rules. 

; FFzM = 8e4Q;CFg 21(41.P1)2 + (q2.p212 + (Pl.P2)2 + (q2.P,)2] 
p1.k p2.k q1.a 

(105) 
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a) 

Figure 9: Feynman diagrams for the O(crs) corrections to the total hadronic cross 
section in e+e- annihilation. 

where the sums are over spins and colours. Integrating out the Euler angles gives a 
matrix element which depends only on zi and zs, and the contribution to the total 
cross section is 

un@ = uo 3xQ; /dx,dxz + (1 -$$“tx2, 
P 

where the integration region is: 0 < .ri,xs 5 1, 11 + 2s 2 1. Unfortunately, we 
see that the integrals are divergent at xi = 1. Since 1 - xi = zsE,(l - coses,)/fi 
and 1 - xs = z,E,(l - cos6’,,)/&, where Eg is the gluon energy and Big the angles 
between the gluon and the quarks, we see that the singularities come from regions 
of phase space where the gluon is collinear with the quark or antiquark, .9;, + 0, or 
where the gluon is soft, Eg + 0. These singularities are not of course physical; they 
simply indicate a breakdown of the perturbative approach. ‘Quarks and gluons are 
never on-mass-shell particles, as this calculations assumes. When we encounter gluon 
energies and quark-gluon invariant masses which are of the same order as hadronic 
mass scales ( N 1 GeV or less) then we cannot ignore the effects of confinement. In the 
meantime, we can regard the singular behaviour on the boundaries of the phase-space 
plot at xi = 1 as indicating physics beyond perturbation theory. 

The key point is that we have not yet demonstrated that these ‘dangerous’ regions 
actually make an important contribution to the total cross section. The way to 
proceed is to introduce a temporary ‘regularization procedure’ for making the integrals 
finite, both for the real and virtual gluon diagrams, and then to see whether we can 
remove the regulator at the end of the calculation and obtain a finite result. Several 
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CF = 4/3 
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Figure 9: Feynman diagrams for the O(crs) corrections to the total hadronic cross 
section in e+e- annihilation. 

where the sums are over spins and colours. Integrating out the Euler angles gives a 
matrix element which depends only on zi and zs, and the contribution to the total 
cross section is 

un@ = uo 3xQ; /dx,dxz + (1 -$$“tx2, 
P 

where the integration region is: 0 < .ri,xs 5 1, 11 + 2s 2 1. Unfortunately, we 
see that the integrals are divergent at xi = 1. Since 1 - xi = zsE,(l - coses,)/fi 
and 1 - xs = z,E,(l - cos6’,,)/&, where Eg is the gluon energy and Big the angles 
between the gluon and the quarks, we see that the singularities come from regions 
of phase space where the gluon is collinear with the quark or antiquark, .9;, + 0, or 
where the gluon is soft, Eg + 0. These singularities are not of course physical; they 
simply indicate a breakdown of the perturbative approach. ‘Quarks and gluons are 
never on-mass-shell particles, as this calculations assumes. When we encounter gluon 
energies and quark-gluon invariant masses which are of the same order as hadronic 
mass scales ( N 1 GeV or less) then we cannot ignore the effects of confinement. In the 
meantime, we can regard the singular behaviour on the boundaries of the phase-space 
plot at xi = 1 as indicating physics beyond perturbation theory. 

The key point is that we have not yet demonstrated that these ‘dangerous’ regions 
actually make an important contribution to the total cross section. The way to 
proceed is to introduce a temporary ‘regularization procedure’ for making the integrals 
finite, both for the real and virtual gluon diagrams, and then to see whether we can 
remove the regulator at the end of the calculation and obtain a finite result. Several 
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These singularities are not physical due to the IR hadronic 
scale of QCD. However, the corresponding IR dynamics 

cannot be described in perturbation theory.
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e+e− → quarks :  regularization of the total Xsection

The above singularities actually don’t really affect the 
total Xsec’ if it’s appropriately regularized (various ways).

We use Dim’ Reg’, it affects both phase space & Dirac 
matrix trace factors. 
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methods are suitable. We can give the gluon a small mass, or take the final state quark 
and antiquark off-mass-shell by a small amount (which one might argue had some 
physical relevance). With either of these procedures, the singularities are avoided, 
being manifest instead as logarithms of the regulating mass scale. 

A mathematically more elegant regularization procedure is to use dimensional 
regularization, with the number of space-time dimensions now d > 4. Here the 
method is being extended to real gluon emission in addition to loop diagrams. Going 
to d dimensions affects both the phase space and the traces of the Dirac matrices in 
the qqg cross section calculation. As a result, Eq. (106) becomes 

U@‘(E) = 00 “TQ; H(E) jdx,dxZ 2 x~l+-x~,~~~~~--x~~~~~~) (107) 

with E = $(4 - d), and 

3( 1 - 6)2 
H(E) = (3 - 2e)P(2 - 2E) = l+ O(E) 

With the three-body phase space integrals recast in d dimensions, the soft and 
collinear singularities are regulated, appearing instead as poles at d = 4. Performing 
the integrals in Eq. (107) gives 

ugqg(,) = u. 3c Q; F H(c) [$ +; +; + O(c)] (109) 
‘I 

The virtual gluon contribution can be calculated in a similar fashion, with dimen- 
sional regularization again used to control the infra-red divergences in the loops. The 
result is 

&g)(c) = o. 3x Q; 2 H(E) [-$ - 5 - 8 + O(e)] (110) 
P 

When the two contributions Eqs. (109) and (110) are added together, the poles exactly 
cancel and the result is finite in the limit E + 0: 

R = 3xQ; (l+?+O(o;)). 
P 

Note that the next-to-leading order correction is positive, and with a value for as of 
about 0.15, can accommodate the experimental measurement at fi = 34 GeV. In 
contrast, the corresponding correction is negative for a scalar gluon. 

The cancellation of the soft and collinear singularities between the real and virtual 
gluon diagrams is not accidental. Indeed, there are theorems - the Bloch, Nordsieck 
[23] and Kinoshita, Lee, Nauenberg [24] theorems - which state that suitably de- 
fined inclusive quantities will be free of singularities in the massless limit. The total 
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The virtual gluon contribution can be calculated in a similar fashion, with dimen- 
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result is 
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When the two contributions Eqs. (109) and (110) are added together, the poles exactly 
cancel and the result is finite in the limit E + 0: 

R = 3xQ; (l+?+O(o;)). 
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Note that the next-to-leading order correction is positive, and with a value for as of 
about 0.15, can accommodate the experimental measurement at fi = 34 GeV. In 
contrast, the corresponding correction is negative for a scalar gluon. 

The cancellation of the soft and collinear singularities between the real and virtual 
gluon diagrams is not accidental. Indeed, there are theorems - the Bloch, Nordsieck 
[23] and Kinoshita, Lee, Nauenberg [24] theorems - which state that suitably de- 
fined inclusive quantities will be free of singularities in the massless limit. The total 
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a) 

Figure 9: Feynman diagrams for the O(crs) corrections to the total hadronic cross 
section in e+e- annihilation. 

where the sums are over spins and colours. Integrating out the Euler angles gives a 
matrix element which depends only on zi and zs, and the contribution to the total 
cross section is 

un@ = uo 3xQ; /dx,dxz + (1 -$$“tx2, 
P 

where the integration region is: 0 < .ri,xs 5 1, 11 + 2s 2 1. Unfortunately, we 
see that the integrals are divergent at xi = 1. Since 1 - xi = zsE,(l - coses,)/fi 
and 1 - xs = z,E,(l - cos6’,,)/&, where Eg is the gluon energy and Big the angles 
between the gluon and the quarks, we see that the singularities come from regions 
of phase space where the gluon is collinear with the quark or antiquark, .9;, + 0, or 
where the gluon is soft, Eg + 0. These singularities are not of course physical; they 
simply indicate a breakdown of the perturbative approach. ‘Quarks and gluons are 
never on-mass-shell particles, as this calculations assumes. When we encounter gluon 
energies and quark-gluon invariant masses which are of the same order as hadronic 
mass scales ( N 1 GeV or less) then we cannot ignore the effects of confinement. In the 
meantime, we can regard the singular behaviour on the boundaries of the phase-space 
plot at xi = 1 as indicating physics beyond perturbation theory. 

The key point is that we have not yet demonstrated that these ‘dangerous’ regions 
actually make an important contribution to the total cross section. The way to 
proceed is to introduce a temporary ‘regularization procedure’ for making the integrals 
finite, both for the real and virtual gluon diagrams, and then to see whether we can 
remove the regulator at the end of the calculation and obtain a finite result. Several 
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Jets
The previous success, regarding the total rate, didn’t tell us anything 
about the distribution of energy flow / hadrons in the final state & 

how to linked it with the partonic Xsec':

LO -
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where 

Xl(S) = K 
s(s - Ml) 

(s - kg)2 + I$bf; 

x2(5-) = kc2 
(s - At;)2 + rgf; 

K = yEas; 

Here GF is the Fermi constant, a is the electromagnetic coupling, Mr and Ts are 
the mass and total decay width of the Z boson respectively. The vector and axial 
couplings of the fermions to the Z are 

vf = Is/ - 2Q, sin2 Bw, af = 13f , WI 

with 131 = +i for f = Y, u, . and I3/ = -4 for f = e, d, The x2 term comes 
from the square of the Z-exchange amplitude and the x1 term from the photon-Z 
interference. At centre-of-mass scattering energies (,,6) far below the Z peak, the 
ratio s/i@ is small and so 1 > x1 > ~2. This means that the weak effects - 
manifest in the terms involving the vector and axial couplings - are small and can 
be neglected. Eq. (95) then reduces to 

da -= 
dcos0 %(1+ cos2,). 

Integrating over 0 gives the total cross section, 

(98) 

On the Z pole, ,I% = Ms, the ~2 term in (95) dominates and the corresponding 
(peak) cross section is 

00 = 12gK2 (UT + v,‘)($ + vj) 

We next introduce the ratio R of the the total e+e- hadronic cross section to the 
muon pair production cross section. As we have seen, the former is obtained at leading 
order simply by counting the possible qQ final states. Thus, at energies far below the 
Z pole, we have 

R = o(e+e- + hadrons) 
u(e+e- -t p+p-) 

=Cq4ef++qd =3CQ2, 
u(e+e- -* p+p-) ~ q (101) 

On the Z pole, the corresponding quantity is the ratio of the partial decay widths of 
the Z to hadrons and to muon pairs: 

c w + 4 Rz = rzz?+h$;:y = r(‘z ~ ~+~-) = 3~~(o; + v;) 
u; + v; . (102) 
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to the emission of a gluon off the quark lines, each emission ‘costing’ a power of 
os c(: 1. However, this simple picture, although essentially correct, masks a much 
more complicated situation, which involves both perturbative and non-perturbative 
aspects of the theory. We will now attempt to construct a theory of jets based on the 
lowest orders in perturbation theory. 

We begin by considering the next-to-leading process efe- -t qqg. From the 
previous section (Eq. (106)), we have 

1 d% = &OS x: + x; - 
u dx,dxz 2r (1 - 5,)( 1 - 12) (119) 

Recall that this cross section becomes (infinitely) large when one or both of the ri 
approach 1, which corresponds to the gluon being collinear with one of the quarks, 
or soft (i.e. its energy is small compared to fi) respectively. If we again assume 
that quarks and gluons fragment collinearly into hadrons, then this preference for 
the gluon to be soft or collinear means that the two-jet-like structure of the lowest 
order is maintained at O(as). If, on the other hand, the gluon is required to be 
well-separated in phase space from the quarks - a configuration corresponding to a 
‘three-jet event’ - then the singular regions of the matrix element are avoided and 
the cross section is suppressed relative to lowest order by one power of os. In fact, 
this qualitative result holds to all orders of perturbation theory. The amplitudes for 
multiple gluon emission contain the same type of singularities as those which appear 
at first order, which leads to a final state which is predominantly ‘two-jet-like’, with 
a smaller probability (determined by as) for three or more distinguishable jets. 

To make all this more quantitative, we need to introduce the concept of a jet 
measure, i.e. a procedure for classifying a final state of hadrons (experimentally) or 
quarks and gluons (theoretically) according to the number of jets it contains. To be 
useful, a jet measure should give cross sections which, like the total cross section, are 
free of soft and collinear singularities when calculated in perturbation theory, and 
should also be relatively insensitive to the non-perturbative fragmentation of quarks 
and gluons into hadrons. 

One of the first attempts to define jet cross sections in perturbation theory was by 
Sterman and Weinberg (291. In their picture, a final state is classified as two-jet-like if 
all but a fraction e of the total available energy is contained in a pair of cones of half- 
angle 6. The two-jet cross section is then obtained by integrating the matrix elements 
for the various quark and gluon final states over the appropriate region of phase space 
determined by s and 6. At lowest order, the two-jet and total cross sections obviously 
coincide, for any values of the parameters. At O(as), the two-jet cross section is 
obtained by integrating the right-hand-side of Eq. (119) over the appropriate range 
of zi and zs. Fig. 11 shows the boundaries (solid lines) for the specific choice of 
parameters E = 0.3 and 6 = 30”. The two-jet region is the narrow band between these 
boundaries and the edges of the triangle. Note that.the 6 constraint corresponds to 
then curved portions of the boundary, while the E constraint gives the straight line 
segments at the corners. 

NLO -?? ??

We expect the fragmented hadrons to roughly follow the 
parton direction, as seen in data from the 50s in cosmic ray 

& then latter on consistently in many exp’.

Then the soft/collinear gluons events would still have 
energy flow of 2 outgoing partons - “2 jets” topology.

On the other hand a well separated Xtra gluon emission is 
suppressed & look like an Xtra energy flow source - “3 jets” 
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Cone Jets, IRC safety (Sterman-Weinberg, 77)

Need to find a definition of these object, calculable in 
perturbation theory & yield finite rates (IRC save).

SW:
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perturbation theory, we must thus check that we can go to the zero-mass limit. Once we can
identify a quantity with a finite zero-mass limit, and have traded zero mass back for high energy,
we have a situation that is perfect for QCD. We will be able to use (12) to pick the coupling
at the scale of the energy, and asymptotic freedom will ensure that as the energy scale grows,
the relevant coupling will decrease. Perturbative predictions will then improve with increasing
energy.

The classic analyses of Kinoshita and of Lee and Nauenberg [24] showed that total transition
rates remain finite in fully massless theories because the zero-mass limit does not violate unitarity
in perturbation theory. Infrared safe cross sections are generalizations of this analysis to less
inclusive observables. For QED, this can be done with an energy resolution; for QCD in the
zero-mass limit, this is not su!cient. For e+e! annihilation, however, we can identify infrared
safe quantities by introducing an additional resolution. The motivation is completely analogous to
the QED case. In the limit of zero quark mass, a quark of momentum p, p2 = 0 can emit an gluon
of momentum xp, 0 < x < 1, (xp)2 = 0 and remain on-shell, since the remaining momentum
(1 ! x)p is still lightlike with positive energy. The resulting quark and gluon, however, are
exactly collinear in direction, and it is by no means clear how to resolve them, especially since
the emission, or its inverse, can take place at any time, even within a hypothetical detector. The
same would be true for a massless electron and collinear photon.

If we draw an analogy to the energy resolution of QED, we are naturally led to seek observables
with angular as well as energy resolutions for high energy QCD (or massless QED), as represented
in Fig. 7, where the cones show an angular range into which large energy flows, while the small
ball in the remaining directions represents an energy resolution. Without going into detail yet,
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such cross sections are infrared safe, and depend only on the overall energy Q, the angular
resolution !, and the energy resolution "Q, with " a small but finite number. Because they are
physical quantities, the perturbative expansions for the corresponding cross sections satisfy Eq.
(12), and we can write
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Rather than calculating the two-jet cross section directly, integrating the qqg 
matrix element (in d dimensions) over this region and adding the contribution from 
the virtual gluon diagrams, it is easier to use the fact that at this order o = os + as. 
The two-jet cross section can therefore be obtained by subtracting the three-jet cross 
section from the total cross section already obtained in Section 1.9. The advantage of 
this is that the calculation of us can be performed in 4 dimensions, since the matrix 
element singularities are outside the three-jet region at this order. Defining the two- 
and three-jet fractions3 by ji = ui/u (i = 2,3) we obtain4 

j2 = 1-8CFz{log; [Iog(&l)-:+3e] 

+~-~-e+~‘s+o(6slogc) , 
I 

f3 = 1 - fz . (120) 

Notice that when the parameters E and 6 are small, the O(cys) correction becomes 
logarithmically large. This is simply the vestige of the soft and collinear singularities. 
There are techniques for resumming terms involving as log6 to all orders in pertur- 
bation theory; when 6 is small this should improve on the first order result. On the 
other hand, as the parameters become large, the three-jet region in Fig. 11 shrinks 
and the three-jet fraction decreases, as expected. 

At higher orders in perturbation theory, we can have events with more than three 
jets. For example, the O(a$) qqqcj and qqgg production processes can give rise to 
two, three or four jet events, depending on the separation in phase space and en- 
ergy of the outgoing partons. It turns out that from an experimental and theoretical 
point of view, the Sterman-Weinberg jet definition based on cones is not well-suited 
to analysing multijet final states. One of the reasons is that fixed-angle cones give 
an inefficient ‘tiling’ of the phase-space 47r solid angle. For this reason, various alter- 
natives have been proposed, the most important of which is the ‘minimum invariant 
mass’ or JADE algorithm [30], which we shall now describe. 

Consider qcjg production at O(crs). A three-jet event is defined as one in which 
the minimum invariant msss of the parton pairs is larger than some fixed fraction y 
(sometimes called ycU,) of the overall centre-of-mass energy: 

min (pi +pj)* = min 2EiEj(l - COS0ij) > ys, i,j = q,q,s I (121) 

for msssless partons in the e+e- centre-of-mass frame. It is easily shown that this 
region of phase space avoids the soft and collinear singularities of the matrix element. 
In fact in terms of the energy fractions, Eq. (121) is equivalent to 

o<z1,1*<1-y. 21 + x2 > 1+ y. (122) 

‘The notation Ri is also used for jet fractions in the literature. 
‘We show here only those terms which are important when 6 is small. The full expression is 

rather unwieldy. 
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to the emission of a gluon off the quark lines, each emission ‘costing’ a power of 
os c(: 1. However, this simple picture, although essentially correct, masks a much 
more complicated situation, which involves both perturbative and non-perturbative 
aspects of the theory. We will now attempt to construct a theory of jets based on the 
lowest orders in perturbation theory. 

We begin by considering the next-to-leading process efe- -t qqg. From the 
previous section (Eq. (106)), we have 

1 d% = &OS x: + x; - 
u dx,dxz 2r (1 - 5,)( 1 - 12) (119) 

Recall that this cross section becomes (infinitely) large when one or both of the ri 
approach 1, which corresponds to the gluon being collinear with one of the quarks, 
or soft (i.e. its energy is small compared to fi) respectively. If we again assume 
that quarks and gluons fragment collinearly into hadrons, then this preference for 
the gluon to be soft or collinear means that the two-jet-like structure of the lowest 
order is maintained at O(as). If, on the other hand, the gluon is required to be 
well-separated in phase space from the quarks - a configuration corresponding to a 
‘three-jet event’ - then the singular regions of the matrix element are avoided and 
the cross section is suppressed relative to lowest order by one power of os. In fact, 
this qualitative result holds to all orders of perturbation theory. The amplitudes for 
multiple gluon emission contain the same type of singularities as those which appear 
at first order, which leads to a final state which is predominantly ‘two-jet-like’, with 
a smaller probability (determined by as) for three or more distinguishable jets. 

To make all this more quantitative, we need to introduce the concept of a jet 
measure, i.e. a procedure for classifying a final state of hadrons (experimentally) or 
quarks and gluons (theoretically) according to the number of jets it contains. To be 
useful, a jet measure should give cross sections which, like the total cross section, are 
free of soft and collinear singularities when calculated in perturbation theory, and 
should also be relatively insensitive to the non-perturbative fragmentation of quarks 
and gluons into hadrons. 

One of the first attempts to define jet cross sections in perturbation theory was by 
Sterman and Weinberg (291. In their picture, a final state is classified as two-jet-like if 
all but a fraction e of the total available energy is contained in a pair of cones of half- 
angle 6. The two-jet cross section is then obtained by integrating the matrix elements 
for the various quark and gluon final states over the appropriate region of phase space 
determined by s and 6. At lowest order, the two-jet and total cross sections obviously 
coincide, for any values of the parameters. At O(as), the two-jet cross section is 
obtained by integrating the right-hand-side of Eq. (119) over the appropriate range 
of zi and zs. Fig. 11 shows the boundaries (solid lines) for the specific choice of 
parameters E = 0.3 and 6 = 30”. The two-jet region is the narrow band between these 
boundaries and the edges of the triangle. Note that.the 6 constraint corresponds to 
then curved portions of the boundary, while the E constraint gives the straight line 
segments at the corners. 
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Rather than calculating the two-jet cross section directly, integrating the qqg 
matrix element (in d dimensions) over this region and adding the contribution from 
the virtual gluon diagrams, it is easier to use the fact that at this order o = os + as. 
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section from the total cross section already obtained in Section 1.9. The advantage of 
this is that the calculation of us can be performed in 4 dimensions, since the matrix 
element singularities are outside the three-jet region at this order. Defining the two- 
and three-jet fractions3 by ji = ui/u (i = 2,3) we obtain4 

j2 = 1-8CFz{log; [Iog(&l)-:+3e] 

+~-~-e+~‘s+o(6slogc) , 
I 
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Notice that when the parameters E and 6 are small, the O(cys) correction becomes 
logarithmically large. This is simply the vestige of the soft and collinear singularities. 
There are techniques for resumming terms involving as log6 to all orders in pertur- 
bation theory; when 6 is small this should improve on the first order result. On the 
other hand, as the parameters become large, the three-jet region in Fig. 11 shrinks 
and the three-jet fraction decreases, as expected. 

At higher orders in perturbation theory, we can have events with more than three 
jets. For example, the O(a$) qqqcj and qqgg production processes can give rise to 
two, three or four jet events, depending on the separation in phase space and en- 
ergy of the outgoing partons. It turns out that from an experimental and theoretical 
point of view, the Sterman-Weinberg jet definition based on cones is not well-suited 
to analysing multijet final states. One of the reasons is that fixed-angle cones give 
an inefficient ‘tiling’ of the phase-space 47r solid angle. For this reason, various alter- 
natives have been proposed, the most important of which is the ‘minimum invariant 
mass’ or JADE algorithm [30], which we shall now describe. 

Consider qcjg production at O(crs). A three-jet event is defined as one in which 
the minimum invariant msss of the parton pairs is larger than some fixed fraction y 
(sometimes called ycU,) of the overall centre-of-mass energy: 
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In fact in terms of the energy fractions, Eq. (121) is equivalent to 
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‘The notation Ri is also used for jet fractions in the literature. 
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to the emission of a gluon off the quark lines, each emission ‘costing’ a power of 
os c(: 1. However, this simple picture, although essentially correct, masks a much 
more complicated situation, which involves both perturbative and non-perturbative 
aspects of the theory. We will now attempt to construct a theory of jets based on the 
lowest orders in perturbation theory. 

We begin by considering the next-to-leading process efe- -t qqg. From the 
previous section (Eq. (106)), we have 

1 d% = &OS x: + x; - 
u dx,dxz 2r (1 - 5,)( 1 - 12) (119) 

Recall that this cross section becomes (infinitely) large when one or both of the ri 
approach 1, which corresponds to the gluon being collinear with one of the quarks, 
or soft (i.e. its energy is small compared to fi) respectively. If we again assume 
that quarks and gluons fragment collinearly into hadrons, then this preference for 
the gluon to be soft or collinear means that the two-jet-like structure of the lowest 
order is maintained at O(as). If, on the other hand, the gluon is required to be 
well-separated in phase space from the quarks - a configuration corresponding to a 
‘three-jet event’ - then the singular regions of the matrix element are avoided and 
the cross section is suppressed relative to lowest order by one power of os. In fact, 
this qualitative result holds to all orders of perturbation theory. The amplitudes for 
multiple gluon emission contain the same type of singularities as those which appear 
at first order, which leads to a final state which is predominantly ‘two-jet-like’, with 
a smaller probability (determined by as) for three or more distinguishable jets. 

To make all this more quantitative, we need to introduce the concept of a jet 
measure, i.e. a procedure for classifying a final state of hadrons (experimentally) or 
quarks and gluons (theoretically) according to the number of jets it contains. To be 
useful, a jet measure should give cross sections which, like the total cross section, are 
free of soft and collinear singularities when calculated in perturbation theory, and 
should also be relatively insensitive to the non-perturbative fragmentation of quarks 
and gluons into hadrons. 

One of the first attempts to define jet cross sections in perturbation theory was by 
Sterman and Weinberg (291. In their picture, a final state is classified as two-jet-like if 
all but a fraction e of the total available energy is contained in a pair of cones of half- 
angle 6. The two-jet cross section is then obtained by integrating the matrix elements 
for the various quark and gluon final states over the appropriate region of phase space 
determined by s and 6. At lowest order, the two-jet and total cross sections obviously 
coincide, for any values of the parameters. At O(as), the two-jet cross section is 
obtained by integrating the right-hand-side of Eq. (119) over the appropriate range 
of zi and zs. Fig. 11 shows the boundaries (solid lines) for the specific choice of 
parameters E = 0.3 and 6 = 30”. The two-jet region is the narrow band between these 
boundaries and the edges of the triangle. Note that.the 6 constraint corresponds to 
then curved portions of the boundary, while the E constraint gives the straight line 
segments at the corners. 
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Figure 11: Boundaries between the two- and three-jet regions in the (21, xs) plane 
for (a) Sterman-Weinberg jets with (c,6) = (0.3,30”) (solid lines), and (b) JADE 
algorithm jets with y = 0.1 (dashed lines). 

The corresponding boundary (for y = 0.1) is shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 11. As 
for the~stermsn-Weinberg jets, the two- and three-jet fractions to O(Q) are obtained 
by integrating the right-hand side of Eq. (106) over the appropriate region: 

f3 = ..~[,,-6,,10,(~)+21o92(~) 

+~-6y-~p2+4Li2($--)-%]., 

f2 = 1 - j3 , 023) 

where Liz is the dilogarithm function, 

Liz(z) = - = dy- log Y 
1-y 024) 

Eq. (123) is valid for y < 3. Fig. 12 shows the two and three jet ratios from Eq. 123 
for as = 0.118. The soft and collinear singularities again reappear as large logarithms 
in the limit y -+ 0. Clearly the result in Eq. (123) only makes sense for y values large 
enough such that js >> js, so that the O(as) correction to js is perturbatively small. 
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Rather than calculating the two-jet cross section directly, integrating the qqg 
matrix element (in d dimensions) over this region and adding the contribution from 
the virtual gluon diagrams, it is easier to use the fact that at this order o = os + as. 
The two-jet cross section can therefore be obtained by subtracting the three-jet cross 
section from the total cross section already obtained in Section 1.9. The advantage of 
this is that the calculation of us can be performed in 4 dimensions, since the matrix 
element singularities are outside the three-jet region at this order. Defining the two- 
and three-jet fractions3 by ji = ui/u (i = 2,3) we obtain4 

j2 = 1-8CFz{log; [Iog(&l)-:+3e] 

+~-~-e+~‘s+o(6slogc) , 
I 

f3 = 1 - fz . (120) 

Notice that when the parameters E and 6 are small, the O(cys) correction becomes 
logarithmically large. This is simply the vestige of the soft and collinear singularities. 
There are techniques for resumming terms involving as log6 to all orders in pertur- 
bation theory; when 6 is small this should improve on the first order result. On the 
other hand, as the parameters become large, the three-jet region in Fig. 11 shrinks 
and the three-jet fraction decreases, as expected. 

At higher orders in perturbation theory, we can have events with more than three 
jets. For example, the O(a$) qqqcj and qqgg production processes can give rise to 
two, three or four jet events, depending on the separation in phase space and en- 
ergy of the outgoing partons. It turns out that from an experimental and theoretical 
point of view, the Sterman-Weinberg jet definition based on cones is not well-suited 
to analysing multijet final states. One of the reasons is that fixed-angle cones give 
an inefficient ‘tiling’ of the phase-space 47r solid angle. For this reason, various alter- 
natives have been proposed, the most important of which is the ‘minimum invariant 
mass’ or JADE algorithm [30], which we shall now describe. 

Consider qcjg production at O(crs). A three-jet event is defined as one in which 
the minimum invariant msss of the parton pairs is larger than some fixed fraction y 
(sometimes called ycU,) of the overall centre-of-mass energy: 

min (pi +pj)* = min 2EiEj(l - COS0ij) > ys, i,j = q,q,s I (121) 

for msssless partons in the e+e- centre-of-mass frame. It is easily shown that this 
region of phase space avoids the soft and collinear singularities of the matrix element. 
In fact in terms of the energy fractions, Eq. (121) is equivalent to 

o<z1,1*<1-y. 21 + x2 > 1+ y. (122) 

‘The notation Ri is also used for jet fractions in the literature. 
‘We show here only those terms which are important when 6 is small. The full expression is 

rather unwieldy. 
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The intuitive connection between partons & jets holds only at LO. 
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The two-jet cross section can therefore be obtained by subtracting the three-jet cross 
section from the total cross section already obtained in Section 1.9. The advantage of 
this is that the calculation of us can be performed in 4 dimensions, since the matrix 
element singularities are outside the three-jet region at this order. Defining the two- 
and three-jet fractions3 by ji = ui/u (i = 2,3) we obtain4 
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Notice that when the parameters E and 6 are small, the O(cys) correction becomes 
logarithmically large. This is simply the vestige of the soft and collinear singularities. 
There are techniques for resumming terms involving as log6 to all orders in pertur- 
bation theory; when 6 is small this should improve on the first order result. On the 
other hand, as the parameters become large, the three-jet region in Fig. 11 shrinks 
and the three-jet fraction decreases, as expected. 

At higher orders in perturbation theory, we can have events with more than three 
jets. For example, the O(a$) qqqcj and qqgg production processes can give rise to 
two, three or four jet events, depending on the separation in phase space and en- 
ergy of the outgoing partons. It turns out that from an experimental and theoretical 
point of view, the Sterman-Weinberg jet definition based on cones is not well-suited 
to analysing multijet final states. One of the reasons is that fixed-angle cones give 
an inefficient ‘tiling’ of the phase-space 47r solid angle. For this reason, various alter- 
natives have been proposed, the most important of which is the ‘minimum invariant 
mass’ or JADE algorithm [30], which we shall now describe. 

Consider qcjg production at O(crs). A three-jet event is defined as one in which 
the minimum invariant msss of the parton pairs is larger than some fixed fraction y 
(sometimes called ycU,) of the overall centre-of-mass energy: 

min (pi +pj)* = min 2EiEj(l - COS0ij) > ys, i,j = q,q,s I (121) 

for msssless partons in the e+e- centre-of-mass frame. It is easily shown that this 
region of phase space avoids the soft and collinear singularities of the matrix element. 
In fact in terms of the energy fractions, Eq. (121) is equivalent to 
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Cones in hadron colliders
 Sterman-Weinberg cones give inefficient ‘tiling’ of the phase-space 4pi solid angle.
Similarly for hadronic machine one needs to use different E threshold and not COM.
And, also non trivial to implement in practice, “where to place the cone?” 
And, “how to deal with overlaps?”. Thus, alternatives were constructed.

Iterative Cones

we shall see below.

Cone algorithms have evolved substantially since [15] and are today mostly used at
hadron colliders. The changes reflect the fact that in hadron collisions it doesn’t make
sense to discuss the total energy (since most of it is not involved in the hard reaction,
and goes down the beam pipe), that it isn’t always obvious, physically or computationally,
where to place the cones, and that issues arise when trying to define events with more than
two jets (with the associated problem of “overlapping” cones).

2.1.1 Iteration

Let us first examine the question of where to place the cones. Most of today’s widely used
cone algorithms are “iterative cones” (IC). In such algorithms, a seed particle i sets some
initial direction, and one sums the momenta of all particles j within a circle (“cone”) of
radius R around i in azimuthal angle ! and rapidity y (or pseudorapidity "),1 i.e. taking
all j such that

!R2
ij = (yi ! yj)

2 + (!i ! !j)
2 < R2 , (1)

where yi and !i are respectively the rapidity and azimuth of particle i. The direction of the
resulting sum is then used as a new seed direction, and one iterates the procedure until the
direction of the resulting cone is stable. The dimensionless parameter R here, known as the
jet radius, replaces the angular scale # that was present in the original Sterman-Weinberg
proposal. The Sterman-Weinberg $ parameter is less-directly mirrored in hadron-collider
cone algorithms. Rather, most physics analyses will use a cone algorithm to obtain jets
without any specific energy cut, but then will consider only those jets that are above a
certain transverse-momentum threshold.

To be fully specified, seeded iterative jet algorithms must deal with two issues:

• What should one take as the seeds?

• What should one one do when the cones obtained by iterating two distinct seeds
“overlap” (i.e. share particles)?

Di"erent approaches to these issues lead to two broad classes of cone algorithm.

2.1.2 Overlapping cones: the progressive removal approach

One approach is to take as one’s first seed the particle (or calorimeter tower) with the
largest transverse momentum. Once one has found the corresponding stable cone, one

1These are standard hadron-collider variables. Given a beam along the z-direction, a particle with
longitudinal momentum pz, energy E and angle ! with respect to the beam (longitudinal) direction has
rapidity y " 1

2 ln
E+pz

E!pz
and pseudorapidity " " ! ln tan !/2. Massless particles have y = ". Di!erences in

rapidity are invariant under longitudinal boosts, whereas di!erences in pseudorapidity are invariant only
for massless particles. Where an analysis in e+e! will use particles’ energies and the angles between the
particles, an analysis in a pp collider will often use pt (or Et) and "R2

ij (defined either with rapidities or
pseudorapidities).
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direction of the resulting cone is stable. The dimensionless parameter R here, known as the
jet radius, replaces the angular scale # that was present in the original Sterman-Weinberg
proposal. The Sterman-Weinberg $ parameter is less-directly mirrored in hadron-collider
cone algorithms. Rather, most physics analyses will use a cone algorithm to obtain jets
without any specific energy cut, but then will consider only those jets that are above a
certain transverse-momentum threshold.

To be fully specified, seeded iterative jet algorithms must deal with two issues:

• What should one take as the seeds?

• What should one one do when the cones obtained by iterating two distinct seeds
“overlap” (i.e. share particles)?

Di"erent approaches to these issues lead to two broad classes of cone algorithm.

2.1.2 Overlapping cones: the progressive removal approach

One approach is to take as one’s first seed the particle (or calorimeter tower) with the
largest transverse momentum. Once one has found the corresponding stable cone, one

1These are standard hadron-collider variables. Given a beam along the z-direction, a particle with
longitudinal momentum pz, energy E and angle ! with respect to the beam (longitudinal) direction has
rapidity y " 1

2 ln
E+pz

E!pz
and pseudorapidity " " ! ln tan !/2. Massless particles have y = ". Di!erences in

rapidity are invariant under longitudinal boosts, whereas di!erences in pseudorapidity are invariant only
for massless particles. Where an analysis in e+e! will use particles’ energies and the angles between the
particles, an analysis in a pp collider will often use pt (or Et) and "R2

ij (defined either with rapidities or
pseudorapidities).
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calls it a jet and removes from the event all particles contained in that jet. One then
takes as a new seed the hardest particle/tower among those that remain, and uses that to
find the next jet, repeating the procedure until no particles are left (above some optional
threshold). This avoids any issue of overlapping cones. A possible name for such algorithms
is iterative cone with progressive removal (IC-PR) of particles.

IC-PR algorithms’ use of the hardest particle in an event gives them the drawback
that they are collinear unsafe: the splitting of the hardest particle (say p1) into a nearly
collinear pair (p1a, p1b) can have the consequence that another, less hard particle, p2,
pointing in a di!erent direction and with pt,1a, pt,1b < pt,2 < pt,1, suddenly becomes the
hardest particle in the event, thus leading to a di!erent final set of jets. We will return to
this in section 2.1.4.

Fixed cones. A widespread, simpler variant of IC-PR cone algorithms is one that does
not iterate the cone direction, but rather identifies a fixed cone (FC)2 around the seed
direction and calls that a jet. It starts from the hardest seed and progressively removes
particles as the jets are identified (thus FC-PR). It su!ers from the same collinear unsafety
issue as the IC-PR algorithms.

IC-PR and FC-PR algorithms are often referred to as UA1-type cone algorithms, even
though the algorithm described in the original UA1 reference [35] is somewhat di!erent.3

This may be due to di!erent versions of the UA1 algorithm having been presented at
conferences prior to its final publication [35].4

2.1.3 Overlapping cones: the split–merge approach

Another approach to the issue of the same particle appearing in many cones applies if one
chooses, as a first stage, to find all the stable cones obtained by iterating from all particles
or calorimeter towers (or those for example above some seed threshold ! 1" 2GeV).5 One
may then run a split–merge (SM) procedure, which merges a pair of cones if more than a
fraction f of the softer cone’s transverse momentum is in particles shared with the harder
cone; otherwise the shared particles are assigned to the cone to which they are closer. A
possible generic name for such algorithms is IC-SM. The exact behaviour of SM procedures

2“Fixed cone” can be an ambiguous term. In particular, in some contexts it is used to refer to cones
whose shape is fixed rather than cones whose position is fixed.

3 The UA1 algorithm [35] proceeds as follows: the particle (or cell) with highest Et starts a jet; working
through the list of particles in decreasing Et, each one is added to the jet to which it is closest, as long
as it is within !R < R (!R2 = !!2 +!"2, R taken to be 1); otherwise, the particle initiates a new jet.
Finally, once all remaining particles have Et < 2.5 GeV, each particle is simply added to the jet nearest
in !," if its transverse momentum relative to the jet axis is less than 1 GeV and it is no further than 45!

in direction from the jet axis.
4I am grateful to Torbjörn Sjöstrand for comments on this point.
5In one variant, CDF’s JetClu [36], “ratcheting” is included, which means that during iteration of cone,

all particles included in previous iterations are retained even if they are no longer within the geometrical
cone, see also section 2.1.6.
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we shall see below.

Cone algorithms have evolved substantially since [15] and are today mostly used at
hadron colliders. The changes reflect the fact that in hadron collisions it doesn’t make
sense to discuss the total energy (since most of it is not involved in the hard reaction,
and goes down the beam pipe), that it isn’t always obvious, physically or computationally,
where to place the cones, and that issues arise when trying to define events with more than
two jets (with the associated problem of “overlapping” cones).

2.1.1 Iteration

Let us first examine the question of where to place the cones. Most of today’s widely used
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• What should one one do when the cones obtained by iterating two distinct seeds
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calls it a jet and removes from the event all particles contained in that jet. One then
takes as a new seed the hardest particle/tower among those that remain, and uses that to
find the next jet, repeating the procedure until no particles are left (above some optional
threshold). This avoids any issue of overlapping cones. A possible name for such algorithms
is iterative cone with progressive removal (IC-PR) of particles.

IC-PR algorithms’ use of the hardest particle in an event gives them the drawback
that they are collinear unsafe: the splitting of the hardest particle (say p1) into a nearly
collinear pair (p1a, p1b) can have the consequence that another, less hard particle, p2,
pointing in a di!erent direction and with pt,1a, pt,1b < pt,2 < pt,1, suddenly becomes the
hardest particle in the event, thus leading to a di!erent final set of jets. We will return to
this in section 2.1.4.

Fixed cones. A widespread, simpler variant of IC-PR cone algorithms is one that does
not iterate the cone direction, but rather identifies a fixed cone (FC)2 around the seed
direction and calls that a jet. It starts from the hardest seed and progressively removes
particles as the jets are identified (thus FC-PR). It su!ers from the same collinear unsafety
issue as the IC-PR algorithms.

IC-PR and FC-PR algorithms are often referred to as UA1-type cone algorithms, even
though the algorithm described in the original UA1 reference [35] is somewhat di!erent.3

This may be due to di!erent versions of the UA1 algorithm having been presented at
conferences prior to its final publication [35].4

2.1.3 Overlapping cones: the split–merge approach

Another approach to the issue of the same particle appearing in many cones applies if one
chooses, as a first stage, to find all the stable cones obtained by iterating from all particles
or calorimeter towers (or those for example above some seed threshold ! 1" 2GeV).5 One
may then run a split–merge (SM) procedure, which merges a pair of cones if more than a
fraction f of the softer cone’s transverse momentum is in particles shared with the harder
cone; otherwise the shared particles are assigned to the cone to which they are closer. A
possible generic name for such algorithms is IC-SM. The exact behaviour of SM procedures

2“Fixed cone” can be an ambiguous term. In particular, in some contexts it is used to refer to cones
whose shape is fixed rather than cones whose position is fixed.

3 The UA1 algorithm [35] proceeds as follows: the particle (or cell) with highest Et starts a jet; working
through the list of particles in decreasing Et, each one is added to the jet to which it is closest, as long
as it is within !R < R (!R2 = !!2 +!"2, R taken to be 1); otherwise, the particle initiates a new jet.
Finally, once all remaining particles have Et < 2.5 GeV, each particle is simply added to the jet nearest
in !," if its transverse momentum relative to the jet axis is less than 1 GeV and it is no further than 45!

in direction from the jet axis.
4I am grateful to Torbjörn Sjöstrand for comments on this point.
5In one variant, CDF’s JetClu [36], “ratcheting” is included, which means that during iteration of cone,

all particles included in previous iterations are retained even if they are no longer within the geometrical
cone, see also section 2.1.6.
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Figure 1: Illustration of collinear safety (left) and collinear unsafety in an IC-PR type algorithm
(right) together with its implication for perturbative calculations (taken from the appendix of
[33]). Partons are vertical lines, their height is proportional to their transverse momentum, and
the horizontal axis indicates rapidity.
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Figure 2: Configurations illustrating IR unsafety of IC-SM algorithms in events with a W and
two hard partons. The addition of a soft gluon converts the event from having two jets to just
one jet. In contrast to fig. 1, here the explicit angular structure is shown (rather than pt as a
function of rapidity).

to find a new stable cone. Once passed through the split–merge step this can lead to the
modification of the final jets, thus making the algorithm infrared unsafe. This is illustrated
in fig. 2: in an event (a) with just two hard partons (and a W , which balances momentum),
both partons act as seeds, there are two stable cones and two jets. The same occurs in the
(negative) infinite loop diagram (b). However, in diagram (c) where an extra soft gluon
has been emitted, the gluon provides a new seed and causes a new stable cone to be found
containing both hard partons (as long as they have similar momenta and are separated
by less than 2R). This stable cone overlaps with the two original ones and the result of
the split–merge procedure is that only one jet is found. So the number of jets depends
on the presence or absence of a soft gluon and after integration over the virtual/real soft-
gluon momentum the two-jet and one-jet cross sections each get non-cancelling infinite
contributions. This is a serious problem, just like collinear unsafety. A good discussion of
it was given in [39].
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two hard partons. The addition of a soft gluon converts the event from having two jets to just
one jet. In contrast to fig. 1, here the explicit angular structure is shown (rather than pt as a
function of rapidity).

to find a new stable cone. Once passed through the split–merge step this can lead to the
modification of the final jets, thus making the algorithm infrared unsafe. This is illustrated
in fig. 2: in an event (a) with just two hard partons (and a W , which balances momentum),
both partons act as seeds, there are two stable cones and two jets. The same occurs in the
(negative) infinite loop diagram (b). However, in diagram (c) where an extra soft gluon
has been emitted, the gluon provides a new seed and causes a new stable cone to be found
containing both hard partons (as long as they have similar momenta and are separated
by less than 2R). This stable cone overlaps with the two original ones and the result of
the split–merge procedure is that only one jet is found. So the number of jets depends
on the presence or absence of a soft gluon and after integration over the virtual/real soft-
gluon momentum the two-jet and one-jet cross sections each get non-cancelling infinite
contributions. This is a serious problem, just like collinear unsafety. A good discussion of
it was given in [39].
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• In fixed-order perturbative QCD calculations, one of the main tools involved in mak-
ing accurate standard-model predictions at high-energy colliders, soft emissions and
collinear splittings are associated with divergent tree-level matrix elements. There
are also corresponding divergent loop matrix elements that enter with the opposite
sign. Normally the two sources of divergence should cancel, but for IRC unsafe jet
algorithms the tree-level splittings may lead to one set of jets, while the loop dia-
grams may lead to another, breaking the cancellation and leading to infinite cross
sections in perturbation theory (point 4 of the Snowmass conditions). Below, we
shall illustrate this point in more detail.

• Experimental detectors provide some regularisation of any collinear and infrared un-
safety (because of their finite resolution and non-zero momentum thresholds), but
the extent to which this happens depends on the particular combination of tracking,
electromagnetic calorimetry and hadronic calorimetry that is used by the experi-
ment. This can make it quite di!cult to connect experimental results for IRC unsafe
algorithms to the expectations at hadron-level.

Cone-type jet algorithms have, historically, been plagued by issues related to IRC safety,
and a significant amount of the work on them has been directed towards understanding
and eliminating these problems. Let us therefore examine the question for the two classes
of algorithm we have seen so far.

The IC-PR case. IC-PR algorithms su"er from collinear unsafety, as illustrated in fig. 1.
With a collinear safe jet algorithm, if configuration (a) (with an optional virtual loop also
drawn in) leads to one jet, then the same configuration with one particle split collinearly,
(b), also leads to a single jet. In perturbative QCD, after integrating over loop variables in
(a) and the splitting angle in (b), both diagrams have infinite weights, but with opposite
signs, so that the total weight for the 1-jet configuration is finite.

Diagrams (c) and (d) are similar, but for an IC-PR algorithm. In configuration (c), the
central particle is hardest and provides the first seed. The stable cone obtained by iterating
from this seed contains all the particles, and one obtains a single jet. In configuration (d),
the fact that the central particle has split collinearly means that it is now the leftmost
particle that is hardest and so provides the first seed. Iteration from that seed leads to a
jet (jet 1) that does not contain the rightmost particle. That rightmost particle therefore
remains, provides a new seed, and goes on to form a jet in its own right (for full details, see
the appendix of [33]). As we have discussed above, it is problematic for the result of the
jet finding to depend on a collinear splitting. The formal perturbative QCD consequence
of this here is that the infinities in diagrams (c) and (d) contribute separately to the 1-jet
and 2-jet cross sections. Thus both the 1-jet and 2-jet cross sections are divergent.

The IC-SM case. IC-SM (and IC-SD) type algorithms have the drawback that the
addition of an extra soft particle, acting as a new seed, can cause the iterative process
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calls it a jet and removes from the event all particles contained in that jet. One then
takes as a new seed the hardest particle/tower among those that remain, and uses that to
find the next jet, repeating the procedure until no particles are left (above some optional
threshold). This avoids any issue of overlapping cones. A possible name for such algorithms
is iterative cone with progressive removal (IC-PR) of particles.

IC-PR algorithms’ use of the hardest particle in an event gives them the drawback
that they are collinear unsafe: the splitting of the hardest particle (say p1) into a nearly
collinear pair (p1a, p1b) can have the consequence that another, less hard particle, p2,
pointing in a di!erent direction and with pt,1a, pt,1b < pt,2 < pt,1, suddenly becomes the
hardest particle in the event, thus leading to a di!erent final set of jets. We will return to
this in section 2.1.4.

Fixed cones. A widespread, simpler variant of IC-PR cone algorithms is one that does
not iterate the cone direction, but rather identifies a fixed cone (FC)2 around the seed
direction and calls that a jet. It starts from the hardest seed and progressively removes
particles as the jets are identified (thus FC-PR). It su!ers from the same collinear unsafety
issue as the IC-PR algorithms.

IC-PR and FC-PR algorithms are often referred to as UA1-type cone algorithms, even
though the algorithm described in the original UA1 reference [35] is somewhat di!erent.3

This may be due to di!erent versions of the UA1 algorithm having been presented at
conferences prior to its final publication [35].4

2.1.3 Overlapping cones: the split–merge approach

Another approach to the issue of the same particle appearing in many cones applies if one
chooses, as a first stage, to find all the stable cones obtained by iterating from all particles
or calorimeter towers (or those for example above some seed threshold ! 1" 2GeV).5 One
may then run a split–merge (SM) procedure, which merges a pair of cones if more than a
fraction f of the softer cone’s transverse momentum is in particles shared with the harder
cone; otherwise the shared particles are assigned to the cone to which they are closer. A
possible generic name for such algorithms is IC-SM. The exact behaviour of SM procedures

2“Fixed cone” can be an ambiguous term. In particular, in some contexts it is used to refer to cones
whose shape is fixed rather than cones whose position is fixed.

3 The UA1 algorithm [35] proceeds as follows: the particle (or cell) with highest Et starts a jet; working
through the list of particles in decreasing Et, each one is added to the jet to which it is closest, as long
as it is within !R < R (!R2 = !!2 +!"2, R taken to be 1); otherwise, the particle initiates a new jet.
Finally, once all remaining particles have Et < 2.5 GeV, each particle is simply added to the jet nearest
in !," if its transverse momentum relative to the jet axis is less than 1 GeV and it is no further than 45!

in direction from the jet axis.
4I am grateful to Torbjörn Sjöstrand for comments on this point.
5In one variant, CDF’s JetClu [36], “ratcheting” is included, which means that during iteration of cone,

all particles included in previous iterations are retained even if they are no longer within the geometrical
cone, see also section 2.1.6.
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depends on the precise ordering of split and merge steps and a fairly widespread procedure
is described in detail in [21]. It essentially works as follows, acting on an initial list of
“protojets”, which is just the full list of stable cones:

1. Take the protojet with the largest pt (the ‘hardest’ protojet), label it a.

2. Find the next hardest protojet that shares particles with the a (i.e. overlaps), label
it b. If no such protojet exists, then remove a from the list of protojets and add it to
the list of final jets.

3. Determine the total pt of the particles shared between the two protojets, pt,shared.

• If pt,shared/pt,b > f , where f is a free parameter known as the overlap threshold,
replace protojets a and b with a single merged protojet.

• Otherwise “split” the protojets, for example assigning the shared particles just
to the protojet whose axis is closer (in angle).

4. Then repeat from step 1 as long as there are protojets left.

Generally the overlap threshold f is chosen to be 0.5 or 0.75 (the latter is probably to be
preferred [37]). An alternative to SM is to have a “split-drop” (SD) procedure, where the
non-shared particles that belong to the softer of two overlapping cones are simply dropped,
i.e. are left out of jets altogether. The main example of an algorithm with a SD procedure
is PxCone (described for example in [38]).

The outcome of split–merge and split–drop procedures depends on the initial set of
stable cones. One of the main issues with IC-SM and IC-SD algorithms is that the addition
of a new soft seed particle can lead to new stable cones being found, altering the final set
of jets. This is infrared unsafety and we will discuss it in detail in the next section.

2.1.4 Infrared and collinear safety, midpoint cones

Infrared and collinear (IRC) safety is the property that if one modifies an event by a
collinear splitting or the addition of a soft emission, the set of hard jets that are found in
the event should remain unchanged. IRC safety is an important property for a range of
reasons:

• A hard parton undergoes many collinear splittings as part of the fragmentation pro-
cess; and the non-perturbative dynamics also lead to collinear splittings, for example
in the decay of energetic hadrons. Additionally there is always some emission of soft
particles in QCD events, both through perturbative and non-perturbative e!ects.
Collinear splittings and soft emissions e!ectively occur randomly and even their av-
erage properties are hard to predict because of the way they involve non-perturbative
e!ects. The motivation for constructing jets is precisely that one wants to establish
a way of viewing events that is insensitive to all these e!ects (this is also connected
with point 5 of the Snowmass conditions).
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Figure 1: Illustration of collinear safety (left) and collinear unsafety in an IC-PR type algorithm
(right) together with its implication for perturbative calculations (taken from the appendix of
[33]). Partons are vertical lines, their height is proportional to their transverse momentum, and
the horizontal axis indicates rapidity.
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Figure 2: Configurations illustrating IR unsafety of IC-SM algorithms in events with a W and
two hard partons. The addition of a soft gluon converts the event from having two jets to just
one jet. In contrast to fig. 1, here the explicit angular structure is shown (rather than pt as a
function of rapidity).

to find a new stable cone. Once passed through the split–merge step this can lead to the
modification of the final jets, thus making the algorithm infrared unsafe. This is illustrated
in fig. 2: in an event (a) with just two hard partons (and a W , which balances momentum),
both partons act as seeds, there are two stable cones and two jets. The same occurs in the
(negative) infinite loop diagram (b). However, in diagram (c) where an extra soft gluon
has been emitted, the gluon provides a new seed and causes a new stable cone to be found
containing both hard partons (as long as they have similar momenta and are separated
by less than 2R). This stable cone overlaps with the two original ones and the result of
the split–merge procedure is that only one jet is found. So the number of jets depends
on the presence or absence of a soft gluon and after integration over the virtual/real soft-
gluon momentum the two-jet and one-jet cross sections each get non-cancelling infinite
contributions. This is a serious problem, just like collinear unsafety. A good discussion of
it was given in [39].
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Figure 5: Failure rates for IR safety tests [40] with various algorithms, including a midpoint
variant with 3-way midpoints and some seedless algorithms with commonly used, but improper,
split–merge procedures. See table 2, p. 30, for the classification of the main di!erent algorithms
and [40] for a description of the di!erent seedless variants. CDF MidPoint-3 is like the standard
MidPoint algorithm except that it also uses midpoints between triplets of stable cones. Briefly,
the IR safety test proceeds as follows: first one generates an event with between 2 and 10 hard
particles, and applies a jet finder to the event; then one generates some number of random very
soft particles (pt ! 10!100 GeV), and applies the jet finder to the event consisting of soft and
hard particles. If the hard jets (those with pt " 10!100 GeV) are the same in the two cases, then
the jet finder passes the IR safety test for that event. One repeats the exercise for many events.
SISCone passed the test for all 4 # 109 events used. Other algorithms failed the test for some
fraction of events, as given in the figure.

In a seedless cone algorithm, the addition of a soft particle may lead to the presence
of new stable cones, however none of those new cones will involve hard particles (a soft
particle doesn’t a!ect the stability of a cone involving much larger momenta), and therefore
the set of hard stable cones is infrared safe. As long as the presence of new soft stable
cones (or of new soft particles inside hard stable cones) doesn’t change the outcome of
the split–merge procedure (a non-trivial requirement), then a seedless cone will lead to an
infrared safe collection of hard jets.

A computational strategy for identifying all cones was outlined in ref. [21]: one takes
all subsets of particles and establishes for each one whether it corresponds to a stable cone
— i.e. one calculates its total momentum, draws a circle around the resulting axis, and if
the points contained in the circle are exactly as those in the initial subset, then one has
found a stable cone. This is guaranteed to find all stable cones.

The above seedless procedure was intended for fixed-order calculations, with a very
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limited number of particles. It becomes impractical for larger numbers of particles be-
cause there are O

!

2N
"

possible subsets (think of an N -bit binary number where each bit
corresponds to a particle, and the subset consists of all particles whose bit is turned on).
Testing the stable-cone property takes O (N) time for each subset and so the total time
is O

!

N2N
"

. This exponential-time behaviour made seedless cones impractical for use on
events with realistic numbers of particles (the N2N approach would take about 1017 years
to cluster 100 particles). However in 2007 a polynomial-time geometrically-based solution
was found to the problem of identifying all stable cones [40]. The corresponding algorithm
is known as SISCone and it is described in section 3.2. An explicit test of the IR safety of
SISCone is shown in fig. 5.

Seedless cone algorithms are also programmed into NLO codes like NLOJET++ [45]
and MCFM [44]. Users should however be aware that there is some degree of confusion
in nomenclature — for example the cone algorithm in MCFM v. 5.2 is referred to as the
midpoint algorithm, but is actually a seedless implementation; in NLOJET++ v. 3 the
algorithm is referred to as seedless, but has a midpoint option. Users of NLO codes are
therefore advised to make sure they know exactly what is implemented in the NLO code’s
native jet finder (i.e. they should carefully inspect the portion of code devoted to the jet
finder). Alternatively they may use appropriately documented 3rd party libraries for their
jet finding.

2.1.6 Dark towers

The xC-SM class of algorithms collectively su!ers from a problem known as dark tow-
ers [51]: regions of hard energy flow that are not clustered into any jet. Dark towers arise
because there exist configurations in which some particles will never end up in a stable
cone. The stages of an iteration in which this is the case are shown in fig. 6, for which the
rightmost particle cannot be in a stable cone: even when one uses it as a starting point for
iteration, it is not contained in the final stable cone (nor is it contained in any stable cone
in a seedless algorithm).

One solution to this problem in iterative algorithms is “ratcheting”: a particle that
was included at any stage of the iteration is manually included in all subsequent stages
of the iteration even if it is not within the cone boundary. This is used in CDF’s JetClu
algorithm (though it is not actually described in the reference usually quoted by CDF for
JetClu [36]).

Another fix to dark towers was proposed in [51], and referred to as the “searchcone”. It
eliminates a large fraction of the dark towers by using a smaller radius to find stable cones
and then expands the cones to their full radius, without further iteration, before passing
them to the SM procedure. Unfortunately, when applied together with the midpoint
procedure (ICse,mp-SM) it worsens its IR unsafety status from IR3+1 back to IR2+1 [52].

Perhaps the simplest solution [52] to dark towers is to identify any remainder energy
flow that was not clustered by the xC-SM algorithm and run an extra pass of the algorithm
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1 QCD AND E+E- ANNIHILATION 35 

Rather than calculating the two-jet cross section directly, integrating the qqg 
matrix element (in d dimensions) over this region and adding the contribution from 
the virtual gluon diagrams, it is easier to use the fact that at this order o = os + as. 
The two-jet cross section can therefore be obtained by subtracting the three-jet cross 
section from the total cross section already obtained in Section 1.9. The advantage of 
this is that the calculation of us can be performed in 4 dimensions, since the matrix 
element singularities are outside the three-jet region at this order. Defining the two- 
and three-jet fractions3 by ji = ui/u (i = 2,3) we obtain4 

j2 = 1-8CFz{log; [Iog(&l)-:+3e] 

+~-~-e+~‘s+o(6slogc) , 
I 

f3 = 1 - fz . (120) 

Notice that when the parameters E and 6 are small, the O(cys) correction becomes 
logarithmically large. This is simply the vestige of the soft and collinear singularities. 
There are techniques for resumming terms involving as log6 to all orders in pertur- 
bation theory; when 6 is small this should improve on the first order result. On the 
other hand, as the parameters become large, the three-jet region in Fig. 11 shrinks 
and the three-jet fraction decreases, as expected. 

At higher orders in perturbation theory, we can have events with more than three 
jets. For example, the O(a$) qqqcj and qqgg production processes can give rise to 
two, three or four jet events, depending on the separation in phase space and en- 
ergy of the outgoing partons. It turns out that from an experimental and theoretical 
point of view, the Sterman-Weinberg jet definition based on cones is not well-suited 
to analysing multijet final states. One of the reasons is that fixed-angle cones give 
an inefficient ‘tiling’ of the phase-space 47r solid angle. For this reason, various alter- 
natives have been proposed, the most important of which is the ‘minimum invariant 
mass’ or JADE algorithm [30], which we shall now describe. 

Consider qcjg production at O(crs). A three-jet event is defined as one in which 
the minimum invariant msss of the parton pairs is larger than some fixed fraction y 
(sometimes called ycU,) of the overall centre-of-mass energy: 

min (pi +pj)* = min 2EiEj(l - COS0ij) > ys, i,j = q,q,s I (121) 

for msssless partons in the e+e- centre-of-mass frame. It is easily shown that this 
region of phase space avoids the soft and collinear singularities of the matrix element. 
In fact in terms of the energy fractions, Eq. (121) is equivalent to 

o<z1,1*<1-y. 21 + x2 > 1+ y. (122) 

‘The notation Ri is also used for jet fractions in the literature. 
‘We show here only those terms which are important when 6 is small. The full expression is 

rather unwieldy. 
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Figure 11: Boundaries between the two- and three-jet regions in the (21, xs) plane 
for (a) Sterman-Weinberg jets with (c,6) = (0.3,30”) (solid lines), and (b) JADE 
algorithm jets with y = 0.1 (dashed lines). 

The corresponding boundary (for y = 0.1) is shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 11. As 
for the~stermsn-Weinberg jets, the two- and three-jet fractions to O(Q) are obtained 
by integrating the right-hand side of Eq. (106) over the appropriate region: 

f3 = ..~[,,-6,,10,(~)+21o92(~) 

+~-6y-~p2+4Li2($--)-%]., 

f2 = 1 - j3 , 023) 

where Liz is the dilogarithm function, 

Liz(z) = - = dy- log Y 
1-y 024) 

Eq. (123) is valid for y < 3. Fig. 12 shows the two and three jet ratios from Eq. 123 
for as = 0.118. The soft and collinear singularities again reappear as large logarithms 
in the limit y -+ 0. Clearly the result in Eq. (123) only makes sense for y values large 
enough such that js >> js, so that the O(as) correction to js is perturbatively small. 
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Figure 12: The values offs and fz from Eq. (123) 

The generalization to multi-jet fractions is straightforward, using the following 
algorithm. Starting from an n-parton final state, identify the pair with the minimum 
invariant mass squared. If this is greater then ys then the number of jets is n. If 
not, combine the minimum pair into a single ‘cluster’. Then repeat for the (n - I)- 
parton/cluster final state, and so on until all partons/clusters have a relative invariant 
mass squared greater than ys. The number of clusters remaining is then the number 
of jets in the final state. According to this definition, an n-parton final state can give 
any number of jets between R (all partons well-separated) and 2 (for example, two 
hard quarks accompanied by soft and collinear gluons). 

Since a soft or collinear gluon emitted from a quark line does not change the 
multiplicity of jets, the cancellation of the corresponding singularities that was evident 
in the total cross section calculation can still take place, and the jet fractions defined 
this way are ‘infra-red safe’, i.e. free of such singularities to all orders in perturbation 
theory. We shall discuss other examples of infra-red safe jet variables below. 

Now in general we have5 

fn+d&Y) = (F)” g c”:(w+) ($$)j. n>o, 
‘We follow the convention in the literature to expand the perturbation series for the total cross 

section and jet cross sections in powers of (us/r) and (0,9/2s) respectively. 
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1. For each pair of particles i, j work out the distance

yij =
2EiEj(1! cos !ij)

Q2
(3)

where Q is the total energy in the event,7 Ei is the energy of particle i and !ij the
angle between particles i and j. For massless particles, yij is the just the (normalised)
squared invariant mass of the pair.

2. Find the minimum ymin of all the yij.

3. If ymin is below some jet resolution threshold ycut, then recombine i and j into a single
new particle (or “pseudojet”) and repeat from step 1.

4. Otherwise, declare all remaining particles to be jets and terminate the iteration.

The number of jets that one obtains depends on the value of ycut, and as one reduces ycut,
softer and/or more collinear emissions get resolved into jets in their own right. Thus here
the number of jets is controlled by a single parameter rather than the two parameters
(energy and angle) of cone algorithms.

Quite often in e+e! analyses one examines the value of ycut that marks the transition
between (say) an event being labelled as having n and n + 1 jets, yn(n+1). Thus if y23 is
small, the event is two-jet like, while if it large then the event clearly has 3 (or more) jets.

The JADE algorithm is infrared and collinear safe, because any soft particle will get
recombined right at the start of the clustering, as do collinear particles. It was widely used
up to the beginning of the 1990s (and still somewhat beyond then), however the presence
of EiEj in the distance measure means that two very soft particles moving in opposite
directions often get recombined into a single particle in the early stages of the clustering,
which runs counter to the intuitive idea that one has of a jet being restricted in its angular
reach. As well as being physically disturbing, this leads to very non-trivial structure
(non-exponentiated double logarithms) in higher-order calculations of the distribution of
y23 [61, 62, 63] (later, this was also discussed in terms of a violation of something called
recursive infrared and collinear safety [64]).

2.2.2 The kt algorithm in e+e!

The e+e! kt algorithm [27] is identical to the JADE algorithm except as concerns the
distance measure, which is

yij =
2min(E2

i , E
2
j )(1! cos !ij)

Q2
. (4)

In the collinear limit, !ij " 1, the numerator just reduces to (min(Ei, Ej)!ij)2 which is
nothing but the squared transverse momentum of i relative to j (if i is the softer particle)

7In experimental uses, it is often the total visible energy in the event.
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— this is the origin of the name kt-algorithm.8 The use of the minimal energy ensures
that the distance between two soft, back-to-back particles is larger than that between a
soft particle and a hard one that’s nearby in angle.

Another way of thinking about eq. (4) is that the distance measure is essentially pro-
portional to the squared inverse of the splitting probability for one parton k to go into two,
i and j, in the limit where either i or j is soft and they are collinear to each other,

dPk!ij

dEid!ij
! "s

min(Ei, Ej)!ij
(5)

There is a certain arbitrariness in this statement, because of the freedom to change variables
in the measure on the left-hand side of eq. (5). However the presence of a power of just the
minimum of the energy in the denominator (rather than some function of both energies as
in the JADE distance measure) is robust.

The kt algorithm’s closer relation to the structure of QCD divergences made it possible
to carry out all-order resummed calculations of the distribution of yn(n+1) [27, 65, 66] and of
the mean number of jets as a function of ycut [67]. This helped encourage its widespread use
at LEP. The relation to QCD divergences also means that the clustering sequence retains
useful approximate information about the sequence of QCD splittings that occurred during
the showering that led to the jet. This is of interest both in certain theoretical studies
(for example CKKW matching of parton-showers and matrix elements [13]) and also for
identifying the origin of a given jet (for example quark versus gluon discrimination [68]).

2.2.3 The kt algorithm with incoming hadrons

In experiments with incoming hadrons two issues arise. Firstly (as mentioned already for
cone algorithms) the total energy is no longer well defined. So instead of the dimensionless
distance yij, one might choose to use a dimensionful distance

dij = 2min(E2
i , E

2
j )(1" cos !ij) , (6)

together with a dimensionful jet-resolution parameter dcut (alternatively, one might main-
tain a dimensionless measure by choosing some convention for the normalisation scale).
Secondly, the divergences in the QCD branching probability are not just between pairs of
outgoing particles, but also between an outgoing particle and the incoming beam direction.

The first attempt at formulating a kt algorithm in such cases was [69]. It introduced
the idea of an additional particle-beam distance.

diB = 2E2
i (1" cos !iB) , (7)

8As mentioned above, the distance measured used in the earlier LUCLUS algorithm [54], yij =

2 |!pi|
2|!pj |

2

(|!pi|+|!pj|)2Q2 (1 " cos !ij) (in the version given in [53]), was also a relative transverse-momentum type

variable.
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which, for small !iB, is just the squared transverse momentum of particle i with respect
to the beam. The algorithm then remains the same as in e+e!, except that if a diB is the
smallest, then the particle is recombined with the beam, to form part of the “beam-jet”.
If there are two beams, then one just introduces a measure for each beam.

In pp collisions it is standard to use variables that are invariant under longitudinal
boosts, however the dij and diB given above only satisfy this property approximately.
Thus ref. [28] introduced versions of the distance measures that were exactly longitudinally
invariant

dij = min(p2ti, p
2
tj)!R2

ij , !R2
ij = (yi ! yj)

2 + ("i ! "j)
2 , (8a)

diB = p2ti , (8b)

(this variant does not distinguish between the two beam jets).9 It is straightforward to
verify that in the relevant collinear limits, these measures just reduce to relative transverse
momenta, like those in eqs. (6,7). Furthermore, since (yi ! yj), the "i and pti are all
invariant under longitudinal boosts, the dij and diB are too. Nowadays the procedure
of section 2.2.1, with the distance measures of eqs. (8), is referred to as the exclusive kt
algorithm, in that every particle is assigned either to a beam-jet or to a final-state jet.

Inclusive kt algorithm. At about the same time that ref. [28] appeared, a separate
formulation was proposed in [29], which has almost the same distance measures as eq. (8),

dij = min(p2ti, p
2
tj)

!R2
ij

R2
, !R2

ij = (yi ! yj)
2 + ("i ! "j)

2 , (9a)

diB = p2ti , (9b)

where the di"erence lies in the presence of a new parameter R (also called D) in the dij,
whose role is similar to R in a cone algorithm (see below). The other di"erence in this
version of the algorithm is in how the dij get used:

1. Work out all the dij and diB according to eq. (8).

2. Find the minimum of the dij and diB.

3. If it is a dij , recombine i and j into a single new particle and return to step 1.

4. Otherwise, if it is a diB, declare i to be a [final-state] jet, and remove it from the list
of particles. Return to step 1.

5. Stop when no particles remain.

9Ref. [28] also proposes a variant where !R2
ij " 2(cosh(yi ! yj) ! cos(!i ! !j)), more closely related

to the precise structure of the QCD matrix elements; however, to the author’s knowledge, it has not seen
extensive use.
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2.2.5 The anti-kt algorithm

One can generalise the kt and Cambridge/Aachen distance measures as [33]:

dij = min(p2pti , p
2p
tj )

!R2
ij

R2
, !R2

ij = (yi ! yj)
2 + (!i ! !j)

2 , (10a)

diB = p2pti , (10b)

where p is a parameter that is 1 for the kt algorithm, and 0 for C/A. It was observed in [33]
that if one takes p = !1, dubbed the “anti-kt” algorithm, then this favours clusterings that
involve hard particles rather than clusterings that involve soft particles (kt algorithm) or
energy-independent clusterings (C/A). This ultimately means that the jets grow outwards
around hard “seeds”. However since the algorithm still involves a combination of energy
and angle in its distance measure, this is a collinear-safe growth (a collinear branching
automatically gets clustered right at the beginning of the sequence).12 The result is an
IRC safe algorithm that gives circular hard jets, making it an attractive replacement for
certain cone-type algorithms (notably IC-PR algorithms).

One should be aware that, unlike for the kt and C/A algorithms, the substructure clas-
sification that derives from the clustering-sequence inside an anti-kt jet cannot be usefully
related to QCD branching (essentially the anti-kt recombination sequence will gradually
expand through a soft subjet, rather than first constructing the soft subjet and then re-
combining it with the hard subjet).

2.2.6 Other sequential recombination ideas

The flexibility inherent in the sequential recombination procedure means that a number of
variants have been considered in both past and recent work. Some of the main ones are
listed below.

Flavour-kt algorithms. If one is interested in maintaining a meaningful flavour for jets
(for example in purely partonic studies, or when discussing heavy-flavour jets), then one
may use a distance measure that takes into account the di"erent divergences for quark and
gluon branching, as in [81, 82]. The essential idea is to replace eq. (4) with

y(F )
ij =

2(1! cos "ij)

Q2
"
!

max(E2
i , E

2
j ) , softer of i, j is flavoured,

min(E2
i , E

2
j ) , softer of i, j is flavourless,

(11)

where gluonic (or non-heavy-quark) objects are considered flavourless. This reflects the
fact that there is no divergence for producing a lone soft quark, and correctly ensures that
soft quarks are recombined with soft antiquarks. In normal algorithms, in contrast, a soft
quark and anti-quark may end up in di"erent jets, polluting the flavour of each one. Full

12If one takes p # !$ then energy is privileged at the expense of angle and the algorithm then becomes
collinear unsafe, and somewhat like an IC-PR algorithm.
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Algorithm Type IRC safe? Ref. Notes

inclusive kt SRp=1 OK [27, 28, 29] also has exclusive vari-
ant

Cambridge/Aachen SRp=0 OK [30, 31]
anti-kt SRp=!1 OK [33]
SISCone SC-SM OK [40] multipass, with op-

tional cut on stable
cone pt

CDF JetClu ICr-SM IR2+1 [36]
CDF MidPoint cone ICmp-SM IR3+1 [21]
CDF MidPoint searchcone ICse,mp-SM IR2+1 [51]
D0/ Run II cone ICmp-SM IR3+1 [21] no seed threshold, but

cut on cone pt
ATLAS Cone IC-SM IR2+1 [16]
PxCone ICmp-SD IR3+1 [38] no seed threshold, but

cut on cone pt,
CMS Iterative Cone IC-PR Coll3+1 [17]
PyCell/CellJet (from Pythia) FC-PR Coll3+1 [100]
GetJet (from ISAJET) FC-PR Coll3+1

Table 2: Overview of some jet algorithms used in experimental or theoretical work in hadronic
collisions in the past few years. SRp=x = sequential recombination, with p = !1, 0, 1 characteris-
ing the exponent of the transverse momentum scale, eq. (10); SC = seedless cone (finds all cones);
IC = iterative cone (with midpoints mp, ratcheting r, searchcone se), using either split–merge
(SM), split–drop (SD) or progressive removal (PR) in order to address issues with overlapping
stable cones; FC = fixed-cone. In the characterisation of infrared and collinear (IRC) safety
properties (for the algorithm as applied to particles), IRn+1 indicates that given n hard particles
in a common neighbourhood, the addition of 1 extra soft particle can modify the number of final
hard jets; Colln+1 indicates that given n hard particles in a common neighbourhood, the collinear
splitting of one of the particles can modify the number of final hard jets. Where an algorithm
is labelled with the name of an experiment, this does not imply that it is the only or favoured
one of the above algorithms used within that experiment. Note that some of the corresponding
computer codes for jet finding first project particles onto modelled calorimeters.
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depends on the precise ordering of split and merge steps and a fairly widespread procedure
is described in detail in [21]. It essentially works as follows, acting on an initial list of
“protojets”, which is just the full list of stable cones:

1. Take the protojet with the largest pt (the ‘hardest’ protojet), label it a.

2. Find the next hardest protojet that shares particles with the a (i.e. overlaps), label
it b. If no such protojet exists, then remove a from the list of protojets and add it to
the list of final jets.

3. Determine the total pt of the particles shared between the two protojets, pt,shared.

• If pt,shared/pt,b > f , where f is a free parameter known as the overlap threshold,
replace protojets a and b with a single merged protojet.

• Otherwise “split” the protojets, for example assigning the shared particles just
to the protojet whose axis is closer (in angle).

4. Then repeat from step 1 as long as there are protojets left.

Generally the overlap threshold f is chosen to be 0.5 or 0.75 (the latter is probably to be
preferred [37]). An alternative to SM is to have a “split-drop” (SD) procedure, where the
non-shared particles that belong to the softer of two overlapping cones are simply dropped,
i.e. are left out of jets altogether. The main example of an algorithm with a SD procedure
is PxCone (described for example in [38]).

The outcome of split–merge and split–drop procedures depends on the initial set of
stable cones. One of the main issues with IC-SM and IC-SD algorithms is that the addition
of a new soft seed particle can lead to new stable cones being found, altering the final set
of jets. This is infrared unsafety and we will discuss it in detail in the next section.

2.1.4 Infrared and collinear safety, midpoint cones

Infrared and collinear (IRC) safety is the property that if one modifies an event by a
collinear splitting or the addition of a soft emission, the set of hard jets that are found in
the event should remain unchanged. IRC safety is an important property for a range of
reasons:

• A hard parton undergoes many collinear splittings as part of the fragmentation pro-
cess; and the non-perturbative dynamics also lead to collinear splittings, for example
in the decay of energetic hadrons. Additionally there is always some emission of soft
particles in QCD events, both through perturbative and non-perturbative e!ects.
Collinear splittings and soft emissions e!ectively occur randomly and even their av-
erage properties are hard to predict because of the way they involve non-perturbative
e!ects. The motivation for constructing jets is precisely that one wants to establish
a way of viewing events that is insensitive to all these e!ects (this is also connected
with point 5 of the Snowmass conditions).
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Figure 15: Similar to Fig. 14, but for just one algorithm, at the LHC (pp,
!
s = 14 TeV) rather

than the Tevatron, and for gg " gg collisions (rather than qq " qq). Taken from [132].

In fig. 14, the upper curves represent the UE contributions to the pt of Tevatron jets,
as determined from the UE models in Pythia [100] (tune A [52]) and Jimmy [158] (with
the ATLAS tune [52]). Three features are worth commenting on: (a) the curves agree
with a rough R2 dependence, (b) the two models disagree by a factor of two even though
they have both been tuned to Tevatron data and (c) the value that one extracts for !UE,
in the range 2 # 4 GeV, is quite a bit larger than the pt per unit rapidity that would be
generated by normal hadronisation for a quark or gluon dipole stretched between the two
beams (respectively 0.5 GeV and 1 GeV).

For the LHC, the models predict an even larger contribution from the UE, cf. fig. 15
from which one deduces !UE $ 10 GeV, and for a large range of R it dominates over
hadronisation. Furthermore pileup (multiple pp collisions in a given beam crossing) is
expected to add up to an extra 100 GeV of soft “junk” per unit rapidity.

All of this implies that it is important to understand in more detail how jets are a"ected
by “low-pt” noise that is roughly uniformly distributed in rapidity. Two things can happen:
firstly, the soft junk can end up in the jet — to study this it is useful to refer to the “jet
area” [37], a measure of the extent of the region in rapidity and azimuth over which a jet
captures UE or pileup; secondly, the presence of the UE (and pileup) can modify the the
way non-UE particles get clustered into jets, a process named back-reaction in [37].

4.4.1 Jet areas

A jet’s “area” is a way of measuring its susceptibility to contamination from soft radiation.
Two definitions were proposed for it in [37] and the results quoted here are all taken from
there. The passive area is a measure of the jet’s susceptibility to pointlike radiation. One
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introduces a “ghost” particle, g(y,!) with infinitely low transverse momentum and situated
at some rapidity and azimuth y,!, and then defines the area for jet J in terms of the region
in y,! over which the ghost is clustered with the jet:

a(J) !
!

dy d! f(g(y,!), J) f(g, J) =

"

1 g " J
0 g /" J

. (45)

For an infrared safe algorithm J itself is of course una!ected by the addition of the infinitely
soft particle g. If J consists of a single (hard) particle then its passive area is "R2 for all
algorithms.

An alternative definition of area is the active area, which measures a jet’s susceptibil-
ity to di!use radiation. Here one imagines a large number of very soft ghost particles,
uniformly distributed in rapidity and azimuth (with some optional randomness). One can
define a jet’s active area for a given ensemble {gi} of ghost particles,

A(J | {gi}) =
Ng(J)

#g
. (46)

where Ng(J) is the number that end up in the jet and #g their number density in y,!. One
then often considers the average active area, an average over many ghost ensembles

A(J) = lim
!g!"

#A(J | {gi})$g , (47)

taken in the limit of many ghost particles (with fixed infinitesimal total pt per unit area).26

A key di!erence between the passive and active areas, is that in the latter, with many
ghosts, the ghosts can cluster not only with the real event particles but also with other
ghosts and this modifies the result for the area.

Given that one usually imagines the UE and pileup as being fairly di!use (and UE/pileup
particles can cluster between themselves), it is the active area that is probably the most
natural measure of sensitivity to the UE or pileup. However, there are two reasons why it
is useful to consider both passive and active areas. Firstly, the UE is actually somewhere
in between di!use and pointlike and a full understanding of UE contamination benefits
from considering both limits. Secondly, of the two, the passive area is often simpler to
treat analytically.

Let’s illustrate these points for the case of a jet that has just one, hard particle (1PJ).
As mentioned above, the passive area is "R2. This statement holds for all jet algorithms.
The average active area and its standard deviation over ghost ensembles are given in table 4.
For one algorithm, anti-kt, the active area is identical to the passive area and A(J | {gi}) is
independent of the particular ghost ensemble. This can be seen as advantageous, insofar

26 These two areas are strictly speaking both “scalar” areas. Passive and active areas also come in
“4-vector” variants, which take into account the ghosts’ full impact on a jet’s 4-vector. Though useful for
subtracting pileup and other noise, most of their features are quite similar to those of scalar areas, so we
shall not discuss them separately in this section.
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Jet area
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Figure 16: Schematic representation of the passive area of a jet containing one hard particle
“1” and a softer one “2”, aJA,R(!12), for various separations between them and for the usual 4
jet algorithms. Di!erent shadings represent distinct jets. Figure adapted from [37].

a(1PJ) A(1PJ) "(1PJ) "(1PJ) d D s S
kt 1 0.81 0 0.28 0.56 0.52 0.45 0.41

Cam/Aachen 1 0.81 0 0.26 0.08 0.08 0.24 0.19
SISCone 1 1/4 0 0 !0.06 0.12 0.09 0.07
anti-kt 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

Table 5: A summary of main area results for our four jet algorithms: the passive (a) and active
(A) areas for 1-particle jets (1PJ), the magnitude of the passive/active area fluctuations (", "),
followed by the coe#cients of the respective anomalous dimensions (d, D; s, S), in the presence
of perturbative QCD radiation. All results are normalised to #R2, and rounded to two decimal
figures. For algorithms other than anti-kt, active-area results hold only in the small-R limit,
though finite-R corrections are small.

integration over the energy of the soft gluon, and its coe!cient is given by

dJA,R =

! 2R

0

d!

!
(aJA,R(!)! "R2) . (49)

In eq. (48) b0 = 11CA!2nf

12! and C1 is the colour factor of the hard particle in the jet (CF

or CA). The scale Q0 is a non-perturbative cuto" scale, introduced by hand, and which is
necessary because jet areas are not IR safe (except in the case of anti-kt). The physically
natural value for Q0 will depend on the characteristics of the UE/pileup: given an amount
of transverse momentum # per unit area, one expects Q0 to be O (#R3).27

Formulae analogous to eqs. (48,49) hold for the active area ("R2 " A(1PJ), d " D),

27That is: a transverse momentum with respect to the beam O
"

$R2
#

, which translates to a transverse
momentum with respect to the jet O

"

$R3
#

, it being the latter that corresponds to Q0 in eqs. (48) etc.
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Jet mass, jet mass area

algorithm A/(!R2) !/(!R2)

1-particle-jet ghost-jet 1-particle-jet ghost-jet
kt 0.812 0.554 0.277 0.174

C/A 0.814 0.551 0.261 0.176
SISCone 1/4 – 0 –
anti-kt 1 – 0 –

Table 1: Summary of the results from [3, 26] for active areas and their fluctuations in the case
of 1-particle and pure ghost jets. The numbers for the kt and C/A algorithms where obtained
from numerical study with FastJet [29,30] whereas those for anti-kt and SISCone represent exact
values from analytic calculations. All results are normalised to !R2. The results for pure ghost
jet areas are not shown for SISCone and anti-kt. In the first case they depend strongly on the
spilt-merge parameter, f , while in the second case the distribution has two peaks at 0 and !R2.

than the jets with 1 hard particle. Moreover, the values of standard deviations indicate that
the distribution of active jet areas is rather broad. The anti-kt algorithm is special in that
its 1-particle-jet active area is equal to the passive area !R2 and does not fluctuate [26]. For
the SISCone algorithm, the active area of a single-particle jet can be calculated exactly [3] and
it turns out that its value is four time smaller than that of passive area. The active areas of
ghost jets for SISCone and anti-kt exhibit somewhat more complex behaviour. For the former
the results depend on the split-merge parameter, f , and for the latter the distribution has two
peaks at 0 and !R2. That is why we do not show them in table 1.

As in the case of passive area, discussed in the preceding subsection, also here, adding a
second particle to the system has a significant e"ect on the active area of the hardest jet. This
is illustrated in Fig. 1 (right) for the case of pt2 ! pt1, which was considered in [3]. As we
see, the behaviour depends significantly on the algorithm. The active areas from kt and C/A
exhibit similar shape to the passive areas di"ering with the latter mostly by about 20% lower
normalisation. The anti-kt, as expected, gives the same result for passive and active area. The
most drastic change is seen for the SISCone algorithm for which the active area is almost factor
four smaller than the passive one (c.f. table 1).

3 Areas for general case of 2-particle system

In the current study we are interested in mass of a jet and the way it is a"ected by soft
background. The main contribution to jet mass comes from its substructure. This substructure
may originate, e.g., from QCD splittings. In this case, the results for the areas of jets consisting
of two strongly ordered particles, obtained in [3] and reviewed briefly in the previous section,
are adequate. However, if the two constituents of our simple jet come from a decay, then their
transverse momenta are comparable and one expects such a jet to have di"erent properties.

In order to be able to discuss the problems related to jet masses for the whole spectrum of
cases between those two extremes of pt2 ! pt1 (QCD jets) and pt2 " pt1 (jets from decay), as a
preparatory step, we will generalise the results for jet areas from [3] to the case of two particles
with arbitrary transverse momenta.

It will be convenient to quantify the relative hardness of the two particles, p1 and p2, in
terms of the variable

z =
min(pt1, pt2)

pt1 + pt2
, (3.1)

which, by definition, is always in the range 0 # z # 1/2.

5

Define jet mass.The main di!erence with respect to the case discussed in the previous section will be that
now, when the particles p1 and p2 are combined, the jet J12 may be centred anywhere between
the positions of these two particles. Before, such jet was centred always at the harder particle.
The exact values of (yJ12 ,!J12) will depend on the recombination scheme used as part of a jet
definition. Out of several existing schemes, we adopt for the study presented in this paper the
widespread E-scheme which combines particles by simply adding their 4-momenta. Apart from
being very intuitive and preserving Lorentz symmetry, it has been also recommended in [28].

For the 2-particle system, the centre of the jet will lie on the line segment bounded by the
positions of the particles. Therefore, the results for mass areas from the four algorithms that
we are going to study can depend only on the distance along this line, from one (any) of the
particles to the centre of the jet. We will denote the distance from the softer particle by "J . It
will depend on "12 and on the asymmetry parameter z.

For convenience we also introduce the versions of "12 and "J normalised to the jet radius

x ! "12

R
, xJ ! "J

R
. (3.2)

Employing the above definitions, we may write the explicit formula for xJ in the E-scheme valid
in the small R limit

xJ(x, z) " (1# z)x . (3.3)

One notices that, since, according to the definition (3.1), z $ 1/2, the softer particle is always
further away from the centre of the jet than the harder one. The distance between the latter
and the jet’s centre being x# xJ . In the limit of strongly ordered particle transverse momenta,
xJ % x and the jet gets centred at the harder of the two particles.

3.1 Passive areas

Since the system under consideration is simple and the hardest jet may consist of at most two
particles, its passive area can be calculated analytically. The result will depend on the order of
clustering of particles p1, p2 and the ghost g. This order is di!erent for each algorithm hence
the passive areas will vary across them. As mentioned in the introduction, we work in the small
R approximation. One consequence of that is that we treat the directions y and ! in the (y,!)
plane on equal footing.

The kt algorithm with its 2-particle distance measure, dij = min(p2ti, p
2
tj)"

2
ij/R

2, and beam-

particle measure, diB = p2ti, will always cluster the ghost first with either one of the particles
p1, p2 or the beam. In the latter case, the contribution to the area is zero. In the former
case, the ghost clusters with the particle which is geometrically closer according to the distance
"ig regardless of the relative hardness of particles p1 and p2. Therefore, the result will be
independent of z and will coincide with that found in [3] and shown already in Fig. 1 (left) of
section 2.1. The corresponding formula can be found in the appendix A.

The Cambridge/Aachen algorithm does not take into account the hardness of the particles
undergoing the clustering but solely the geometric distance "ij between them according to the
measures dij = "2

ij/R
2 and diB = 1. The clustering of the system of two particles p1 and p2

and the ghost proceeds as follows. If the ghost is closer than "12 to either of the perturbative
particles then it is clustered first with the closer one. Subsequently, the particles p1 and p2 are
clustered. If, however, the distance between the ghost and the closer particle is greater than
"12 then the two perturbative particles are clustered first forming the jet J12 centred at the
point in the line segment between the positions of the particles p1 and p2 at the distance "J

6
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Jet mass, jet mass area
(a)

Cam/Aachen

xc1 < x < xc2

(b)

Cam/Aachen

xc2 < x < 1

(c)

SISCone
1 < x < xc4

(d)

anti-kt

xc2 < x < xc3

(e)

anti-kt

xc3 < x < 1

(f)

anti-kt

1 < x <
1

1!z

Figure 2: Representation of the passive area of the hardest jet in the system with two particles
having arbitrary transverse momenta for various algorithms and interparticle separations. The
dots represent the particles and the cross centre of a jet. The distances x and xJ are defined
in Eq. (3.2) and the critical values of x in Eqs. (3.6), (3.7), (3.9) and (3.13). The asymmetry
parameter z is given in Eq. (3.1).

from the softer particle. Then, the ghost may cluster with J12 if its distance to the jet’s centre
is smaller than R. Therefore, the area of a 2-particle jet in the C/A algorithm is a union of two
smaller circles of radius !12, centred respectively at the particles p1 and p2 and the big circle
with radius R centred at the jet J12.

The range 0 < x < 2 consists of four distinct sub-ranges. The two critical values of x, which
we denote as xc1 and xc2, correspond to the situations where one or two of the small circles start
sticking out of the big circle, as depicted in Fig. 2 (a) and (b). For x below xc1 or above 1 the
results will not depend on the asymmetry parameter, z, and will be identical with those found
in [3].

The conditions for the critical values of x are given by

xc1 + xJ = 1 , (3.4)

2xc2 ! xJ = 1 . (3.5)

In the limit of small R the approximate solutions have the following simple forms

xc1(z) " 1

2! z
, (3.6)

xc2(z) " 1

1 + z
. (3.7)

The analytic result for the passive area from the C/A algorithm is given in appendix A. The
corresponding curves are shown in Fig. 3 (left) for R = 0.6 and several values of the asymmetry
parameters z. We note that the dependence on z is mild. In the limit z # 0, xc1 # 1/2
and xc2 # 1, and one recovers the result for the system of two particles with strongly ordered
transverse momenta from [3].

7
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=
!

n!0

!n(!, ") #n
s (Q) . (18)

We can thus calculate these cross sections directly in perturbation theory [21], without needing
to impose cuto"s in transverse momentum. Infrared safety alone is su#cient to produce jet
structure at high energies, since each emission outside the cone is suppressed by a factor of
#s(Q). The two-jet cross sections of e+e" of Fig. 7 can be generalized in a number of ways that
we will discuss below.

We may formalize the concept of infrared safety in the following way. QCD perturbation
theory gives self-consistent predictions for a quantity C when C:

• is dominated by short-distance dynamics in the infrared-regulated theory;

• remains finite when the regulation is taken away.

We will review in a little while how dimensional regularization can be used to control infrared,
as well as ultraviolet, divergences.

In “practical” terms, any perturbative cross section depends on all the mass scales (col-
lectively, m) of the theory in addition to the relevant kinematic variables (collectively, Q)
C(m/µ, Q/µ, #s(µ)). An infrared safe quantity is one whose perturbative expansion gives fi-
nite coe#cients in the limit of zero fixed masses, m, up to power corrections in m/Q,

C(m/µ, Q/µ, #s(µ)) =
!

n!0

cn(0, Q/µ) #n
s (µ) + O

"#

m

Q

$p%

. (19)

with p > 0, typically an integer. Depending on the energy range and the quantity in question,
the mass of a heavy quark, one well above the QCD scale, may be treated as an m or as a Q.

3 Introduction to IR Analysis to All Orders

To explore further the theoretical basis of perturbative analysis we will work toward the proof
of infrared safety for certain cross sections, including those for jets in e+e" annihilation. Besides
providing results that are interesting in their own right, this will also provide methods for the
analysis of electron-nucleon and nucleon-nucleon scattering, as well as for processes involving
heavy quarks.

To be specific, we will develop the following necessary ingredients, sketching, wherever space
allows, arguments that are applicable to all orders in perturbation theory.

• A review of the treatment of UV and IR divergences in dimensional regularization;

• A method to identify infrared sensitivity in perturbation theory: “physical pictures”;

• A method to identify IR finiteness/divergence: “infrared power counting”;

• An analysis of cancellation in cross sections: “generalized unitarity”.

The purpose of these discussions will be to explain the basis of, not to perform, explicit
calculations.

14

IRC safety, intuitive

Should be defined before the “fact”.

Should not give give different results when gluon identical 
phase space is dist’ differently between particles (spliting 

colinear particles or emitting 0 momenta gluons)
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Factorization
Intuition: fast dynamics happens coherently but is indep’ of 

slow processes.

Two dynamical regions are not coherent and can be 
multiplied.

Ex: Lep->hadrons, top decay ...
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tensor operator of spin s and dimension D is thus (x2)!3+(D!s)/2. The short-distance expansion

organized according to light-cone singularities is known as the light-cone expansion [42].

The quantity D! s is called the “twist”. All operators in eqs. (117) and (118) have twist

equal to two. Twist controls singularities on the light cone, and hence the high-q2 behavior of

the Fourier transforms of the products of currents, the DIS structure function. For DIS, then,

the e!ect of Minkowski space is to elevate an infinite set of (twist-two) operators to leading

behavior.

Note that the light-cone x2 = 0 corresponds to the manifold x+ = 0 when the momentum

p is in the plus direction. It is thus not the light cone along which the target particle moves,

but rather the opposite-moving light cone, corresponding to a light-like scattered parton in the

“brick-wall” frame. Of course, the scattered parton is not always in the opposite direction, but

all the details of final states are absorbed into the hard scattering function H of fig. 17 and

eq. (86). This is another consequence of factorization. From the point of view of calculating

long-distance behavior in the parton distribution, the entire scattering process may be replaced

by a pair of Wilson lines, as in eq. (91). There is a strong similarity here to the e!ective

field theory picture often used to discuss the dynamics of heavy quarks [43], and indeed, the

symmetries of heavy-quark e!ective theory are closely related to the universality properties of

parton distributions, to which we now turn.

4.6 Hard hadron-hadron scattering

Once we introduce the concept of factorization, it is natural to apply it beyond inclusive DIS

[1, 44]. Of course, we must be careful to consider only inclusive hard-scattering processes, for

which we may hope to find the necessary incoherence between the short-distance scattering and

long-distance hadronic binding e!ects.

In an important example, we consider processes in which a quark from hadron h annihi-

lates an antiquark from hadron h", forming a virtual electroweak vector boson, which decays to

a lepton pair. This reaction,

h(p) + h"(p") " !!"(Qµ) + X , (121)

with its characteristic signal of a lepton pair (momentum Qµ), is known as the Drell-Yan process

[45]. Its observation was one of the early successes of parton ideas, especially because it signals

the presence of a sea of quark pairs within ordinary hadrons.

It is easy to write a factorization formula for such a cross section, by a straightforward

generalization of the expressions for DIS structure functions, eq. (90). It is a convolution of

two parton distributions, one for each hadron, with a hard-scattering function H . At lowest

order, H is given by the Born cross section for quark pair annihilation to the relevant leptons.
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Rather than calculating the two-jet cross section directly, integrating the qqg 
matrix element (in d dimensions) over this region and adding the contribution from 
the virtual gluon diagrams, it is easier to use the fact that at this order o = os + as. 
The two-jet cross section can therefore be obtained by subtracting the three-jet cross 
section from the total cross section already obtained in Section 1.9. The advantage of 
this is that the calculation of us can be performed in 4 dimensions, since the matrix 
element singularities are outside the three-jet region at this order. Defining the two- 
and three-jet fractions3 by ji = ui/u (i = 2,3) we obtain4 

j2 = 1-8CFz{log; [Iog(&l)-:+3e] 

+~-~-e+~‘s+o(6slogc) , 
I 

f3 = 1 - fz . (120) 

Notice that when the parameters E and 6 are small, the O(cys) correction becomes 
logarithmically large. This is simply the vestige of the soft and collinear singularities. 
There are techniques for resumming terms involving as log6 to all orders in pertur- 
bation theory; when 6 is small this should improve on the first order result. On the 
other hand, as the parameters become large, the three-jet region in Fig. 11 shrinks 
and the three-jet fraction decreases, as expected. 

At higher orders in perturbation theory, we can have events with more than three 
jets. For example, the O(a$) qqqcj and qqgg production processes can give rise to 
two, three or four jet events, depending on the separation in phase space and en- 
ergy of the outgoing partons. It turns out that from an experimental and theoretical 
point of view, the Sterman-Weinberg jet definition based on cones is not well-suited 
to analysing multijet final states. One of the reasons is that fixed-angle cones give 
an inefficient ‘tiling’ of the phase-space 47r solid angle. For this reason, various alter- 
natives have been proposed, the most important of which is the ‘minimum invariant 
mass’ or JADE algorithm [30], which we shall now describe. 

Consider qcjg production at O(crs). A three-jet event is defined as one in which 
the minimum invariant msss of the parton pairs is larger than some fixed fraction y 
(sometimes called ycU,) of the overall centre-of-mass energy: 

min (pi +pj)* = min 2EiEj(l - COS0ij) > ys, i,j = q,q,s I (121) 

for msssless partons in the e+e- centre-of-mass frame. It is easily shown that this 
region of phase space avoids the soft and collinear singularities of the matrix element. 
In fact in terms of the energy fractions, Eq. (121) is equivalent to 

o<z1,1*<1-y. 21 + x2 > 1+ y. (122) 

‘The notation Ri is also used for jet fractions in the literature. 
‘We show here only those terms which are important when 6 is small. The full expression is 

rather unwieldy. 
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Factorization:  separates long distance effects which cannot be 
calculated into functions describing the distribution of partons 

in a hadron or hadrons in a parton, with the rest.

The part of the Xsection that remians after the PDF and decay 
function have been factored out is the short distance Xsection 

for the hard scattering of partons.

This hard scattering Xsection can be perturbatively calculable .
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At higher orders, gluon-quark scattering may also contribute,

d!hh!!Q2(s, Q2)

dQ2
=

!

i,j=f,f̄,G

" 1

0
d"d"" #i/h(", µ

2)Hij

#

Q2

"""s
,
Q2

µ2
, $s(µ

2)

$

#j/h!("", µ2) . (122)

As in DIS, the hard-scattering function is a power series in $s(µ2). H depends on the scheme

chosen for the parton distributions. As an example, for Hff̄ , we have, to one loop in DIS scheme

[41],

Hff̄ =
d!(Born)

ff̄

dQ2
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*
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, (123)

where z = Q2/"""s. Given phenomenological parton distributions in some scheme, the factor-

ization formula gives an absolute prediction for the Drell-Yan cross section, which has been

successfully applied to a wide range of experiments. The corrections in H are not always small,

however, and as we shall see, we sometimes need information about contributions at arbitrarily

high power.

Another application of parton model ideas, extended to perturbative QCD, involves single-

particle inclusive cross sections, which count hadrons at fixed momenta, but are otherwise

inclusive in the hadronic final state,

h(p) + h"(p") " C(pC) + X . (124)

If the hadron (C) is observed, for instance, at large transverse momentum, we know that a

hard scattering has taken place, and may hope that incoherence and hence factorization is

relevant [46, 47]. In this case, the parton model suggests that the hadron C arises from the

“hadronization”, or fragmentation, of some parton k. The process of hadronization should,

following our discussion of Section 1, occur over time scales that are independent of the hard-

scattering scale, and of the fragmentation of other partons, scattered in other directions. Hadron

C is thus expected to be produced in a universal fashion from parton k, and to inherit a

fraction 0 # z # 1 of that parton’s momentum. The (incoherent) probability for this evolution

is summarized in a “fragmentation function” dC/k(z, µ2), which describes the distribution of

hadrons in the fragments of a parton, and is analogous to the parton distribution #i/h, but

with the roles of hadron and parton reversed. In perturbation theory, d must be renormalized,

and thus it depends on the factorization scale µ. The corresponding factorization formula for

single-particle inclusive cross sections is

'C
d!hh!!C(pC)(p, p", pc)

d3pC
=

!
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d"d""
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Hijk
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2) . (125)
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Back to the example:
Figure 19: (a) Uncut corrections to quark DIS. (b) One-loop corrections to distribution of a

quark in a quark in A+ = 0 gauge.

The phase space of the gluon is reduced to a transverse momentum integral by fixing the

longitudinal momentum carried by the upper quark line to !p. The remaining integral is, as

expected, divergent at kT = 0, corresponding to a collinear divergence from gluon emission. As

anticipated above, it is also ultraviolet divergent. Such a scaleless integral must be defined to

vanish in dimensional regularization. This does not mean that the distribution is zero, however.

Rather, the scaleless kT integral is replaced by a !-dependent ultraviolet counterterm, which

removes the unphysical contribution of transverse momenta much larger than the factorization

scale [39]. In this manner, we define the MS distribution at one loop as a “pure counterterm”.

Adding the contribution of the virtual diagram, which is proportional to "(1 ! !), we find the

explicit expression

#(1)
f/f (!, µ

2) =
$s

2%
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+ 'E ! ln 4%
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P (1)
q/q(!) , (97)

where the distribution P (1)
q/q is given by
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For reasons that will become clear shortly, P (1)
q/q is referred to as an “evolution kernel”. The

“plus distribution” is defined through its integrals with smooth functions f(!) by
' 1

x
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Other distributions #i/j(!) of parton i in parton j at one loop have exactly the form (97),

#i/j(!, &) =
$s

2%

! 1

!&
+ 'E ! ln 4%

"

P (1)
i/j (!) + . . . . (100)
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At higher orders, gluon-quark scattering may also contribute,
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As in DIS, the hard-scattering function is a power series in $s(µ2). H depends on the scheme

chosen for the parton distributions. As an example, for Hff̄ , we have, to one loop in DIS scheme

[41],

Hff̄ =
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where z = Q2/"""s. Given phenomenological parton distributions in some scheme, the factor-

ization formula gives an absolute prediction for the Drell-Yan cross section, which has been

successfully applied to a wide range of experiments. The corrections in H are not always small,

however, and as we shall see, we sometimes need information about contributions at arbitrarily

high power.

Another application of parton model ideas, extended to perturbative QCD, involves single-

particle inclusive cross sections, which count hadrons at fixed momenta, but are otherwise

inclusive in the hadronic final state,

h(p) + h"(p") " C(pC) + X . (124)

If the hadron (C) is observed, for instance, at large transverse momentum, we know that a

hard scattering has taken place, and may hope that incoherence and hence factorization is

relevant [46, 47]. In this case, the parton model suggests that the hadron C arises from the

“hadronization”, or fragmentation, of some parton k. The process of hadronization should,

following our discussion of Section 1, occur over time scales that are independent of the hard-

scattering scale, and of the fragmentation of other partons, scattered in other directions. Hadron

C is thus expected to be produced in a universal fashion from parton k, and to inherit a

fraction 0 # z # 1 of that parton’s momentum. The (incoherent) probability for this evolution

is summarized in a “fragmentation function” dC/k(z, µ2), which describes the distribution of
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As in DIS, the hard-scattering function is a power series in $s(µ2). H depends on the scheme
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where z = Q2/"""s. Given phenomenological parton distributions in some scheme, the factor-

ization formula gives an absolute prediction for the Drell-Yan cross section, which has been

successfully applied to a wide range of experiments. The corrections in H are not always small,

however, and as we shall see, we sometimes need information about contributions at arbitrarily

high power.
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inclusive in the hadronic final state,
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If the hadron (C) is observed, for instance, at large transverse momentum, we know that a

hard scattering has taken place, and may hope that incoherence and hence factorization is

relevant [46, 47]. In this case, the parton model suggests that the hadron C arises from the

“hadronization”, or fragmentation, of some parton k. The process of hadronization should,

following our discussion of Section 1, occur over time scales that are independent of the hard-

scattering scale, and of the fragmentation of other partons, scattered in other directions. Hadron

C is thus expected to be produced in a universal fashion from parton k, and to inherit a

fraction 0 # z # 1 of that parton’s momentum. The (incoherent) probability for this evolution

is summarized in a “fragmentation function” dC/k(z, µ2), which describes the distribution of
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C is thus expected to be produced in a universal fashion from parton k, and to inherit a

fraction 0 # z # 1 of that parton’s momentum. The (incoherent) probability for this evolution

is summarized in a “fragmentation function” dC/k(z, µ2), which describes the distribution of

hadrons in the fragments of a parton, and is analogous to the parton distribution #i/h, but
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where z = Q2/"""s. Given phenomenological parton distributions in some scheme, the factor-

ization formula gives an absolute prediction for the Drell-Yan cross section, which has been

successfully applied to a wide range of experiments. The corrections in H are not always small,

however, and as we shall see, we sometimes need information about contributions at arbitrarily

high power.

Another application of parton model ideas, extended to perturbative QCD, involves single-

particle inclusive cross sections, which count hadrons at fixed momenta, but are otherwise

inclusive in the hadronic final state,
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If the hadron (C) is observed, for instance, at large transverse momentum, we know that a

hard scattering has taken place, and may hope that incoherence and hence factorization is

relevant [46, 47]. In this case, the parton model suggests that the hadron C arises from the

“hadronization”, or fragmentation, of some parton k. The process of hadronization should,

following our discussion of Section 1, occur over time scales that are independent of the hard-

scattering scale, and of the fragmentation of other partons, scattered in other directions. Hadron

C is thus expected to be produced in a universal fashion from parton k, and to inherit a

fraction 0 # z # 1 of that parton’s momentum. The (incoherent) probability for this evolution

is summarized in a “fragmentation function” dC/k(z, µ2), which describes the distribution of
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Let’s explore this formally
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Figure 11: Boundaries between the two- and three-jet regions in the (21, xs) plane 
for (a) Sterman-Weinberg jets with (c,6) = (0.3,30”) (solid lines), and (b) JADE 
algorithm jets with y = 0.1 (dashed lines). 

The corresponding boundary (for y = 0.1) is shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 11. As 
for the~stermsn-Weinberg jets, the two- and three-jet fractions to O(Q) are obtained 
by integrating the right-hand side of Eq. (106) over the appropriate region: 

f3 = ..~[,,-6,,10,(~)+21o92(~) 

+~-6y-~p2+4Li2($--)-%]., 

f2 = 1 - j3 , 023) 

where Liz is the dilogarithm function, 

Liz(z) = - = dy- log Y 
1-y 024) 

Eq. (123) is valid for y < 3. Fig. 12 shows the two and three jet ratios from Eq. 123 
for as = 0.118. The soft and collinear singularities again reappear as large logarithms 
in the limit y -+ 0. Clearly the result in Eq. (123) only makes sense for y values large 
enough such that js >> js, so that the O(as) correction to js is perturbatively small. 
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At higher orders, gluon-quark scattering may also contribute,
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As in DIS, the hard-scattering function is a power series in $s(µ2). H depends on the scheme

chosen for the parton distributions. As an example, for Hff̄ , we have, to one loop in DIS scheme

[41],
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where z = Q2/"""s. Given phenomenological parton distributions in some scheme, the factor-

ization formula gives an absolute prediction for the Drell-Yan cross section, which has been

successfully applied to a wide range of experiments. The corrections in H are not always small,

however, and as we shall see, we sometimes need information about contributions at arbitrarily

high power.

Another application of parton model ideas, extended to perturbative QCD, involves single-

particle inclusive cross sections, which count hadrons at fixed momenta, but are otherwise

inclusive in the hadronic final state,

h(p) + h"(p") " C(pC) + X . (124)

If the hadron (C) is observed, for instance, at large transverse momentum, we know that a

hard scattering has taken place, and may hope that incoherence and hence factorization is

relevant [46, 47]. In this case, the parton model suggests that the hadron C arises from the

“hadronization”, or fragmentation, of some parton k. The process of hadronization should,

following our discussion of Section 1, occur over time scales that are independent of the hard-

scattering scale, and of the fragmentation of other partons, scattered in other directions. Hadron

C is thus expected to be produced in a universal fashion from parton k, and to inherit a

fraction 0 # z # 1 of that parton’s momentum. The (incoherent) probability for this evolution

is summarized in a “fragmentation function” dC/k(z, µ2), which describes the distribution of

hadrons in the fragments of a parton, and is analogous to the parton distribution #i/h, but

with the roles of hadron and parton reversed. In perturbation theory, d must be renormalized,

and thus it depends on the factorization scale µ. The corresponding factorization formula for

single-particle inclusive cross sections is
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Figure 11: Boundaries between the two- and three-jet regions in the (21, xs) plane 
for (a) Sterman-Weinberg jets with (c,6) = (0.3,30”) (solid lines), and (b) JADE 
algorithm jets with y = 0.1 (dashed lines). 

The corresponding boundary (for y = 0.1) is shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 11. As 
for the~stermsn-Weinberg jets, the two- and three-jet fractions to O(Q) are obtained 
by integrating the right-hand side of Eq. (106) over the appropriate region: 

f3 = ..~[,,-6,,10,(~)+21o92(~) 

+~-6y-~p2+4Li2($--)-%]., 

f2 = 1 - j3 , 023) 

where Liz is the dilogarithm function, 

Liz(z) = - = dy- log Y 
1-y 024) 

Eq. (123) is valid for y < 3. Fig. 12 shows the two and three jet ratios from Eq. 123 
for as = 0.118. The soft and collinear singularities again reappear as large logarithms 
in the limit y -+ 0. Clearly the result in Eq. (123) only makes sense for y values large 
enough such that js >> js, so that the O(as) correction to js is perturbatively small. 
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Physically only pairs of PDF are important
(assuming no p-rapidity or pt cuts)
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Figure 11: Boundaries between the two- and three-jet regions in the (21, xs) plane 
for (a) Sterman-Weinberg jets with (c,6) = (0.3,30”) (solid lines), and (b) JADE 
algorithm jets with y = 0.1 (dashed lines). 

The corresponding boundary (for y = 0.1) is shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 11. As 
for the~stermsn-Weinberg jets, the two- and three-jet fractions to O(Q) are obtained 
by integrating the right-hand side of Eq. (106) over the appropriate region: 

f3 = ..~[,,-6,,10,(~)+21o92(~) 

+~-6y-~p2+4Li2($--)-%]., 

f2 = 1 - j3 , 023) 

where Liz is the dilogarithm function, 

Liz(z) = - = dy- log Y 
1-y 024) 

Eq. (123) is valid for y < 3. Fig. 12 shows the two and three jet ratios from Eq. 123 
for as = 0.118. The soft and collinear singularities again reappear as large logarithms 
in the limit y -+ 0. Clearly the result in Eq. (123) only makes sense for y values large 
enough such that js >> js, so that the O(as) correction to js is perturbatively small. 
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The corresponding boundary (for y = 0.1) is shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 11. As 
for the~stermsn-Weinberg jets, the two- and three-jet fractions to O(Q) are obtained 
by integrating the right-hand side of Eq. (106) over the appropriate region: 

f3 = ..~[,,-6,,10,(~)+21o92(~) 

+~-6y-~p2+4Li2($--)-%]., 

f2 = 1 - j3 , 023) 

where Liz is the dilogarithm function, 

Liz(z) = - = dy- log Y 
1-y 024) 

Eq. (123) is valid for y < 3. Fig. 12 shows the two and three jet ratios from Eq. 123 
for as = 0.118. The soft and collinear singularities again reappear as large logarithms 
in the limit y -+ 0. Clearly the result in Eq. (123) only makes sense for y values large 
enough such that js >> js, so that the O(as) correction to js is perturbatively small. 
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At higher orders, gluon-quark scattering may also contribute,
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As in DIS, the hard-scattering function is a power series in $s(µ2). H depends on the scheme

chosen for the parton distributions. As an example, for Hff̄ , we have, to one loop in DIS scheme

[41],
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where z = Q2/"""s. Given phenomenological parton distributions in some scheme, the factor-

ization formula gives an absolute prediction for the Drell-Yan cross section, which has been

successfully applied to a wide range of experiments. The corrections in H are not always small,

however, and as we shall see, we sometimes need information about contributions at arbitrarily

high power.

Another application of parton model ideas, extended to perturbative QCD, involves single-

particle inclusive cross sections, which count hadrons at fixed momenta, but are otherwise

inclusive in the hadronic final state,

h(p) + h"(p") " C(pC) + X . (124)

If the hadron (C) is observed, for instance, at large transverse momentum, we know that a

hard scattering has taken place, and may hope that incoherence and hence factorization is

relevant [46, 47]. In this case, the parton model suggests that the hadron C arises from the

“hadronization”, or fragmentation, of some parton k. The process of hadronization should,

following our discussion of Section 1, occur over time scales that are independent of the hard-

scattering scale, and of the fragmentation of other partons, scattered in other directions. Hadron

C is thus expected to be produced in a universal fashion from parton k, and to inherit a

fraction 0 # z # 1 of that parton’s momentum. The (incoherent) probability for this evolution

is summarized in a “fragmentation function” dC/k(z, µ2), which describes the distribution of

hadrons in the fragments of a parton, and is analogous to the parton distribution #i/h, but

with the roles of hadron and parton reversed. In perturbation theory, d must be renormalized,

and thus it depends on the factorization scale µ. The corresponding factorization formula for

single-particle inclusive cross sections is
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Figure 11: Boundaries between the two- and three-jet regions in the (21, xs) plane 
for (a) Sterman-Weinberg jets with (c,6) = (0.3,30”) (solid lines), and (b) JADE 
algorithm jets with y = 0.1 (dashed lines). 

The corresponding boundary (for y = 0.1) is shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 11. As 
for the~stermsn-Weinberg jets, the two- and three-jet fractions to O(Q) are obtained 
by integrating the right-hand side of Eq. (106) over the appropriate region: 

f3 = ..~[,,-6,,10,(~)+21o92(~) 

+~-6y-~p2+4Li2($--)-%]., 

f2 = 1 - j3 , 023) 

where Liz is the dilogarithm function, 

Liz(z) = - = dy- log Y 
1-y 024) 

Eq. (123) is valid for y < 3. Fig. 12 shows the two and three jet ratios from Eq. 123 
for as = 0.118. The soft and collinear singularities again reappear as large logarithms 
in the limit y -+ 0. Clearly the result in Eq. (123) only makes sense for y values large 
enough such that js >> js, so that the O(as) correction to js is perturbatively small. 
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Figure 11: Boundaries between the two- and three-jet regions in the (21, xs) plane 
for (a) Sterman-Weinberg jets with (c,6) = (0.3,30”) (solid lines), and (b) JADE 
algorithm jets with y = 0.1 (dashed lines). 

The corresponding boundary (for y = 0.1) is shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 11. As 
for the~stermsn-Weinberg jets, the two- and three-jet fractions to O(Q) are obtained 
by integrating the right-hand side of Eq. (106) over the appropriate region: 

f3 = ..~[,,-6,,10,(~)+21o92(~) 

+~-6y-~p2+4Li2($--)-%]., 

f2 = 1 - j3 , 023) 

where Liz is the dilogarithm function, 

Liz(z) = - = dy- log Y 
1-y 024) 

Eq. (123) is valid for y < 3. Fig. 12 shows the two and three jet ratios from Eq. 123 
for as = 0.118. The soft and collinear singularities again reappear as large logarithms 
in the limit y -+ 0. Clearly the result in Eq. (123) only makes sense for y values large 
enough such that js >> js, so that the O(as) correction to js is perturbatively small. 
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fraction 0 # z # 1 of that parton’s momentum. The (incoherent) probability for this evolution

is summarized in a “fragmentation function” dC/k(z, µ2), which describes the distribution of

hadrons in the fragments of a parton, and is analogous to the parton distribution #i/h, but

with the roles of hadron and parton reversed. In perturbation theory, d must be renormalized,

and thus it depends on the factorization scale µ. The corresponding factorization formula for

single-particle inclusive cross sections is

'C
d!hh!!C(pC)(p, p", pc)

d3pC
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!

i,j,k=f,f,G

" 1

0
d"d""

dz

z2
Hijk
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µ2

"""s
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pC · "p
zµ2

,
pC · ""p"

zµ2
, $s(µ

2)

$

$#i/h(", µ
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Figure 11: Boundaries between the two- and three-jet regions in the (21, xs) plane 
for (a) Sterman-Weinberg jets with (c,6) = (0.3,30”) (solid lines), and (b) JADE 
algorithm jets with y = 0.1 (dashed lines). 

The corresponding boundary (for y = 0.1) is shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 11. As 
for the~stermsn-Weinberg jets, the two- and three-jet fractions to O(Q) are obtained 
by integrating the right-hand side of Eq. (106) over the appropriate region: 

f3 = ..~[,,-6,,10,(~)+21o92(~) 

+~-6y-~p2+4Li2($--)-%]., 

f2 = 1 - j3 , 023) 

where Liz is the dilogarithm function, 

Liz(z) = - = dy- log Y 
1-y 024) 

Eq. (123) is valid for y < 3. Fig. 12 shows the two and three jet ratios from Eq. 123 
for as = 0.118. The soft and collinear singularities again reappear as large logarithms 
in the limit y -+ 0. Clearly the result in Eq. (123) only makes sense for y values large 
enough such that js >> js, so that the O(as) correction to js is perturbatively small. 
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Adding jets to the factorization formula

the QCD jet background analytically as well as through MC simulations. In this section,
we present the summary of our analytic calculations of the QCD jet mass distribution
based on the factorization formalism [39, 40], which is presented in the Appendix. We
compare our theoretical prediction with simulated MC data. Note that the final states,
which induce the jet masses, simulated by MC event generators are much more complicated
(due to radiation, showering etc.) than our simple two body final states. Yet, as we shall
see, we can consistently describe the simulated MC data.

3.1 Analytic Prediction

We are interested in looking at the following processes:

Ha(pa) + Hb(pb) ! J1(m
2
J1

, p1,T , R) + X

Ha(pa) + Hb(pb) ! J1(m
2
J1

, p1,T , R) + J2(m
2
J2

, p2,T , R) + X

where, Hi are the initial hadrons, pi being the corresponding momenta, and the final states
include jets in the direction of the outgoing partons of the underlying process, with a fixed
jet mass, mJi

, “cone size” R2 = !!2 + !"2 and tranverse momenta, pi,T .

We begin with the factorized hadronic cross section for single inclusive jet processes,

d#HAHB!J1X(R)

dpT dmJd!
=

!

abc

"

dxa dxb "a(xa) "b(xb)
d#̂ab!cX

dpTdmJd!
(xa, xb, pT , !, mJ , R) ,

(3.1)

which in the limit of small R, we can further factorize into (see Appendix B),

d#HAHB!J1X(R)

dpT dmJd!
=

!

abc

"

dxa dxb "a(xa) "b(xb)Hab!cX(xa, xb, pT , !, R)

"Jc
1(mJ , pT , R). (3.2)

The factorization and renormalization scales are chosen to be pT , "i is the PDF for the initial
hadrons, Hab!cX denotes the perturbative cross section, and Jc denotes jet functions, whose
matrix elements are defined in Appendix A (see e.g. [41] for recent reviews and references
therein). Furthermore the Jcs are, by definition, normalized as

"

dmJ Jc = 1 . (3.3)

We have used the fact that the jet functions do not depend on ! in the leading expansion
(see Appendix A). Therefore, we can write Eq. (3.2) for the hadronic cross section as

d#(R)

dpT dmJ
=

!

c

Jc(mJ , pT , R)
d#̂c(R)

dpT
, (3.4)
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where c represents the flavour of the jet, and where

d!̂c(R)

dpT
=

!

ab

"

dxa dxb "a "b

"

d#

"

dmJ
d!̂ab!cX(R)

dpTdmJd#
. (3.5)

We employ the jet functions given in the Appendix by Eqs. (A.14) and (A.16), for fixed
jet mass and R at the next-to-leading order (NLO) with running coupling e!ects. As
we will see below, these results are consistent with the MC data for su"ciently large
(mJ ! O(100 GeV)) jet masses.

At the lower end of the jet mass spectrum, where mJ " pT R, the jet mass distribution
is dominated by higher order corrections and non-perturbative physics [41], which are
beyond the scope of our work, as our interest lies in the region of high jet mass. We note
this causes complications when trying to predict the moments of the mass distributions,
such as the mean and RMS, unless we introduce a lower cuto! on the mass.

In the Appendix, we provide the full NLO result for the jet function in term of $S,
the angle of the softer particle with respect to the jet axis. These exact results can be
approximated by the eikonal approximation introduced in Appendix B as

J (eik),c(mJ , pT , R) = %S(pT )
4 Cc

&mJ
log

#

1

z
tan

#

R

2

$#
4 $ z2

$

(3.6)

% %S(pT )
4 Cc

&mJ
log

#

R pT

mJ

$

,

where %S(pT ) is the strong coupling constant at the appropriate scale, z = mJ

pT
, c represents

the flavour of the parton which initiated the jet and Cc equals CF = 4/3 for quarks, and
CA = 3 for gluons. These expressions agree with the full NLO jet functions to the level of
about 1% and 10% for quark and gluon initiated jets in the region of the top mass window,
respectively (checked for R = 0.4 and 0.7 and pT ! 1 TeV).

We can interpret the jet function as a probability density functions for a jet with
a given pT to acquire a mass between mJ and mJ + 'mJ . Our rather simple treatment
is valid for the higher end of the jet mass spectrum (above mJ & O(100 GeV)), where
NLO perturbative calculation captures the dominant physics. In Fig. 2 we show the gluon
jet mass distribution from (A.16) with running (red, dashed), and fixed (blue, dotted)
coupling, along with the eikonal jet function (green, dashed-dotted) with fixed coupling.
The fixed scales are chosen to be pT . For reference we also superimpose in the Fig. a
1/mJ curve which has the same dimension as that of our jet functions and is roughly of
the form of the soft function (cf Appendix B). It is remarkable that our theory curves are
significantly di!erent from simple 1/mJ curve whose normalization is chosen such that this
curve overlaps with our theory curves around the top mass. This indicates that logarithmic
factor is very important in our theory prediction. Note that at lower masses the running is
much harder than the fixed cases since the configurations associated with this mass region
have lower kT (the radiated gluon momenta), leading to a larger %S. Also, the eikonal
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about 1% and 10% for quark and gluon initiated jets in the region of the top mass window,
respectively (checked for R = 0.4 and 0.7 and pT ! 1 TeV).

We can interpret the jet function as a probability density functions for a jet with
a given pT to acquire a mass between mJ and mJ + 'mJ . Our rather simple treatment
is valid for the higher end of the jet mass spectrum (above mJ & O(100 GeV)), where
NLO perturbative calculation captures the dominant physics. In Fig. 2 we show the gluon
jet mass distribution from (A.16) with running (red, dashed), and fixed (blue, dotted)
coupling, along with the eikonal jet function (green, dashed-dotted) with fixed coupling.
The fixed scales are chosen to be pT . For reference we also superimpose in the Fig. a
1/mJ curve which has the same dimension as that of our jet functions and is roughly of
the form of the soft function (cf Appendix B). It is remarkable that our theory curves are
significantly di!erent from simple 1/mJ curve whose normalization is chosen such that this
curve overlaps with our theory curves around the top mass. This indicates that logarithmic
factor is very important in our theory prediction. Note that at lower masses the running is
much harder than the fixed cases since the configurations associated with this mass region
have lower kT (the radiated gluon momenta), leading to a larger %S. Also, the eikonal
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At higher orders, gluon-quark scattering may also contribute,
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As in DIS, the hard-scattering function is a power series in $s(µ2). H depends on the scheme

chosen for the parton distributions. As an example, for Hff̄ , we have, to one loop in DIS scheme

[41],
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where z = Q2/"""s. Given phenomenological parton distributions in some scheme, the factor-

ization formula gives an absolute prediction for the Drell-Yan cross section, which has been

successfully applied to a wide range of experiments. The corrections in H are not always small,

however, and as we shall see, we sometimes need information about contributions at arbitrarily

high power.

Another application of parton model ideas, extended to perturbative QCD, involves single-

particle inclusive cross sections, which count hadrons at fixed momenta, but are otherwise

inclusive in the hadronic final state,

h(p) + h"(p") " C(pC) + X . (124)

If the hadron (C) is observed, for instance, at large transverse momentum, we know that a

hard scattering has taken place, and may hope that incoherence and hence factorization is

relevant [46, 47]. In this case, the parton model suggests that the hadron C arises from the

“hadronization”, or fragmentation, of some parton k. The process of hadronization should,

following our discussion of Section 1, occur over time scales that are independent of the hard-

scattering scale, and of the fragmentation of other partons, scattered in other directions. Hadron

C is thus expected to be produced in a universal fashion from parton k, and to inherit a

fraction 0 # z # 1 of that parton’s momentum. The (incoherent) probability for this evolution

is summarized in a “fragmentation function” dC/k(z, µ2), which describes the distribution of

hadrons in the fragments of a parton, and is analogous to the parton distribution #i/h, but

with the roles of hadron and parton reversed. In perturbation theory, d must be renormalized,

and thus it depends on the factorization scale µ. The corresponding factorization formula for

single-particle inclusive cross sections is
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Only SM 3rd gen’ and heavy bosons couples to new 
states!

2

arise without introducing hierarchies in the fundamental
5D theory [5–7]. The 1st/2nd generation fermions have
small Yukawa couplings to Higgs, which is localized near
the TeV brane. Similarly, the top quark can be local-
ized near the TeV brane to account for its large Yukawa
coupling.

In this scenario, there are new contributions to EWPT
and FCNC’s calculable in the 5D e!ective field theory
from KK modes. In particular, the couplings of SM
fermions to gauge KK modes are non-universal due to
the di!erent profiles for the SM fermions, resulting in
FCNC’s. However, the gauge KK modes are localized
near the TeV brane while the light fermions are near the
Planck brane and hence it can be shown that the non-
universal part of these couplings are proportional to the
SM Yukawa couplings [6, 7]. Thus, most of the couplings
to the new degrees of freedom are small and hierarchical,
leading to the same symmetry structure which suppresses
the SM flavor-violating contributions [8] (for recent re-
lated discussions and the experimental status see [9]).
The gauge KK modes also give contributions to EWPT.
The constraints from the oblique (S and T ) parameters
can be satisfied with a KK mass scale as low as ! 3 TeV
if a custodial isospin symmetry is incorporated [10].

Let us examine the top/bottom sector in detail since
the associated couplings will be relevant for the signals.
It is clear that both tL,R being near the Planck brane
gives too small a top Yukawa coupling. On the other
hand, the fact that (t, b)L is close to the TeV brane leads
to its large coupling to KK Z and, in turn, results in a
non-universal shift in its coupling to the SM Z via mix-

ing of KK Z with zero-mode Z [10]: !gbL

Z ! gbL

ZKK" m2

Z

M2

KKZ

where " "
!

log (MPl/ TeV ) and gbL

ZKK is the corre-
sponding non-universal KK Z coupling. The constraint
from data is that !gbL

Z /gZ !< 1/4%.
Thus, for a KK scale # a few TeV, there is a tension

between obtaining large top mass and EWPT (i.e., Zb̄LbL

coupling) which can be relaxed by the following setup: (i)
(t, b)L quasi-localized near TeV brane so that the shift
in coupling of bL to Z is on the edge, (ii) tR localized
very close to TeV brane to obtain large top quark mass
and (iii) largest dimensionless 5D Yukawa consistent with
perturbativity. Note that the resulting coupling of bL

to gauge KK modes (including gluon) is comparable to
the SM couplings and thus is still larger than what is
expected on the basis of mb alone, since it is dictated by
the large top mass instead. Thus, we obtain sizable flavor
violation involving bL which has been studied in [8, 11,
12] along with flavor violation in lepton and light quark
sectors.

Even with these choices for the tR and (t, b)L profiles,
the KK scale is required to be rather high, ! 5 TeV. In
this case, the couplings of tR, which is localized very near
the TeV brane, to the gauge KK modes are enhanced:
gtR

SMKK ! gSM" .

However, such corrections to Zb̄LbL coupling can be
suppressed by suitable choice of representation of top and

bottom quarks under the custodial isospin symmetry [13].
In this case, we can have the other extreme situation:
(t, b)L can be localized very close to the TeV brane with
tR being close to flat. Also, there is an intermediate
possibility with both (t, b)L and tR being localized close
(but not too close) to the TeV brane. The KK scale can
then be as low as ! 3 TeV for certain choice of profiles
for tR and (t, b)L in the extra dimension [14].

In this paper we will consider models with the assign-
ment of reference [10] for the quantum numbers of top
and bottom quarks. Based on the above profiles, it can
be shown that the couplings of KK gluon (and in gen-
eral all gauge KK modes) to light fermions (including
bR) are suppressed by " with respect to the SM gauge
couplings. The coupling to tL, bL is neither suppressed
nor enhanced and only the coupling to tR (which is prac-
tically on the TeV brane or composite in the dual 4D
picture) is enhanced by ". It can also be shown that
there is no coupling of single KK gauge field to two SM
gauge bosons at leading order due to orthonormality of
profiles of these particles. To summarize (see for exam-
ple [8] for more details) the relevant coupling to the KK
gauge states can be described, neglecting e!ects related
to EWSB, via ratio of RS1-to-SM gauge coupling

gqq̄,ll̄ G1

RS

gSM

# $"!1 % $
1

5
,

gQ3Q̄3G1

RS

gSM

% 1 ,

gtRt̄RG1

RS

gSM

# " % 5 ,
gGGG1

RS

gSM

% 0 , (1)

where q = u, d, s, c, bR, l = leptons, Q3 = (t, b)L, G, G1

correspond to SM and first KK states of the gauge fields
respectively and gxyz

RS , gSM stands for the RS1 and the
three SM (i.e., 4D) gauge couplings respectively.

It is straightforward to modify our analysis as to acco-
modate generic couplings of the KK gauge fields to the
SM third generation quarks. This will cover the signals of
models with custodial symmetry for Zbb̄ [13]. However,
we choose to show the explicit results within one scenario
to make the steps of our analysis and our results more
transparent. A brief discussion of the signals in the case
where the custodial symmetry for Zbb̄ [13] is realized is
given in section III A.

We will mostly focus on LHC signals from KK gluons
which have the largest production rate. The KK mass
scale is assume to be # a few TeV. In cases where a spe-
cific mass was required for our analysis a 3 TeV mass was
used. We also briefly discuss other interesting signals re-
lated to the electroweak gauge KK sector whose detection
might be more challenging than KK gluon, partly due to
lower production rates than for KK gluons and also due
to suppression of decays to “golden” modes such as lep-
tons. In general, the EW sector is also more model de-
pendent. Earlier studies of KK gluon production at the
LHC [15, 16] did not consider the e!ect of the fermion
profiles which now is understood to be mandatory for the
phenomenological viability of the framework.

KK gluon couplings:
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At higher orders, gluon-quark scattering may also contribute,
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As in DIS, the hard-scattering function is a power series in $s(µ2). H depends on the scheme

chosen for the parton distributions. As an example, for Hff̄ , we have, to one loop in DIS scheme
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where z = Q2/"""s. Given phenomenological parton distributions in some scheme, the factor-

ization formula gives an absolute prediction for the Drell-Yan cross section, which has been

successfully applied to a wide range of experiments. The corrections in H are not always small,

however, and as we shall see, we sometimes need information about contributions at arbitrarily

high power.

Another application of parton model ideas, extended to perturbative QCD, involves single-

particle inclusive cross sections, which count hadrons at fixed momenta, but are otherwise

inclusive in the hadronic final state,

h(p) + h"(p") " C(pC) + X . (124)

If the hadron (C) is observed, for instance, at large transverse momentum, we know that a

hard scattering has taken place, and may hope that incoherence and hence factorization is

relevant [46, 47]. In this case, the parton model suggests that the hadron C arises from the

“hadronization”, or fragmentation, of some parton k. The process of hadronization should,

following our discussion of Section 1, occur over time scales that are independent of the hard-

scattering scale, and of the fragmentation of other partons, scattered in other directions. Hadron

C is thus expected to be produced in a universal fashion from parton k, and to inherit a

fraction 0 # z # 1 of that parton’s momentum. The (incoherent) probability for this evolution

is summarized in a “fragmentation function” dC/k(z, µ2), which describes the distribution of

hadrons in the fragments of a parton, and is analogous to the parton distribution #i/h, but

with the roles of hadron and parton reversed. In perturbation theory, d must be renormalized,

and thus it depends on the factorization scale µ. The corresponding factorization formula for

single-particle inclusive cross sections is
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II. LHC SIGNALS

The primary challenge in obtaining a signal at the LHC
for gauge KK modes is that the production is suppressed
due to the small couplings to the proton constituents as
seen in Eq. 1.

We used both CalcHEP 2.42 [17] and Sherpa ver-
sion 1.0.8 [18] 1 for the numerical calculations. The
CTEQ6M parton distribution function (PDF) with the
QCD renormalization and factorization scales equal to
the KK gluon mass (MKKG) was used in CalcHEP 2.42.
The CTEQ6L1 PDF set was used in Sherpa, employing
a running scheme for !S with !S(MZ) = 0.118. We find
that the results do not change significantly between the
two PDF sets 2.

For KK gluons, CalcHEP yields a moderate cross-
section of ! 100 fb for MKKG ! 3 TeV as indicated in
Fig. 1. The cross section falls very quickly for higher KK
masses, where for MKKG ! 5 TeV the cross-section drops
to ! 10 fb - probably beyond the reach of LHC (as dis-
cussed below). The dominant production mechanism is
through uū, dd̄ annihilation. We note the production rate
for the EW KK gauge fields is suppressed by (gZ/gQCD)2

relative to KK gluon production.
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FIG. 1: The total cross section of KK gluon production at
the LHC as a function of its mass (MKKG).

Another challenge is that, based again on the couplings
in Eq. 1, the fermionic decays of the gauge KK particles
(in general) are expected to be dominated by the 3rd gen-

1 The authors are grateful to the Sherpa team, especially Tanju
Gleisberg, for the help in embedding the RS1 KK gluon into
Sherpa.

2 This should not be interpreted as indication of small uncertain-
ties due to PDF’s in the cross section since the two PDF sets
might be correlated. One of the main points of our study is to
identify observables which depend rather weakly on the PDF’s
uncertainties.

eration quarks, especially the top quark, due to enhance-
ment of the corresponding couplings. For example, the
branching ratios for KK gluon decay are shown in Fig. 2.
In the case of EW gauge KK modes (W/Z), decays to
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FIG. 2: The branching ratios of the KK gluon as a function
of its mass.

longitudinal weak gauge bosons and the Higgs field are
also important due to similarly enhanced couplings. In
particular, the leptonic decay channel for KK Z is highly
suppressed. In the absence of golden decays modes for
KK Z/W , we focus on signals for the KK gluon which
has the larger production cross-section. 3

A third challenge is related to the fact that due to the
strong coupling to top pair (and in case of KK W/Z to
Higgs and longitudinal W/Z), a heavy gauge KK mode
is rather broad. For example, a KK gluon above 1 TeV
(as required by precision tests) has decay width of about
MKKG/6 as presented in Fig. 3. Decay widths of KK
Z/W are smaller by ! (gZ/gQCD)2. This large width of
KK gauge states creates additional problems for discrim-
inating signal against the background.

A. KK gluons

In the interesting region of MKKG, well above the
tt̄ threshold, the KK gluon decays mainly to tt̄ with
the branching ratio of about 95% (see Fig. 2). Hence,
our main focus here will be on the (ultra-relativistic)
tt̄ pairs from decays of KK gluons. 4 Within the SM
there are two dominant production mechanisms for tt̄,
namely gg (gluon fusion) and qq̄ (quark pair annihila-
tion). At the LHC, tt̄ production proceeds primarily

3 For a related work on KK gluon but with universal couplings
see [15, 16].

4 For the decays of KK gluon to light quarks (which has small BR
in any case), the SM QCD background will also be very large.
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longitudinal weak gauge bosons and the Higgs field are
also important due to similarly enhanced couplings. In
particular, the leptonic decay channel for KK Z is highly
suppressed. In the absence of golden decays modes for
KK Z/W , we focus on signals for the KK gluon which
has the larger production cross-section. 3

A third challenge is related to the fact that due to the
strong coupling to top pair (and in case of KK W/Z to
Higgs and longitudinal W/Z), a heavy gauge KK mode
is rather broad. For example, a KK gluon above 1 TeV
(as required by precision tests) has decay width of about
MKKG/6 as presented in Fig. 3. Decay widths of KK
Z/W are smaller by ! (gZ/gQCD)2. This large width of
KK gauge states creates additional problems for discrim-
inating signal against the background.

A. KK gluons

In the interesting region of MKKG, well above the
tt̄ threshold, the KK gluon decays mainly to tt̄ with
the branching ratio of about 95% (see Fig. 2). Hence,
our main focus here will be on the (ultra-relativistic)
tt̄ pairs from decays of KK gluons. 4 Within the SM
there are two dominant production mechanisms for tt̄,
namely gg (gluon fusion) and qq̄ (quark pair annihila-
tion). At the LHC, tt̄ production proceeds primarily

3 For a related work on KK gluon but with universal couplings
see [15, 16].

4 For the decays of KK gluon to light quarks (which has small BR
in any case), the SM QCD background will also be very large.

Three major challenges:
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At higher orders, gluon-quark scattering may also contribute,
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As in DIS, the hard-scattering function is a power series in $s(µ2). H depends on the scheme

chosen for the parton distributions. As an example, for Hff̄ , we have, to one loop in DIS scheme

[41],
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where z = Q2/"""s. Given phenomenological parton distributions in some scheme, the factor-

ization formula gives an absolute prediction for the Drell-Yan cross section, which has been

successfully applied to a wide range of experiments. The corrections in H are not always small,

however, and as we shall see, we sometimes need information about contributions at arbitrarily

high power.

Another application of parton model ideas, extended to perturbative QCD, involves single-

particle inclusive cross sections, which count hadrons at fixed momenta, but are otherwise

inclusive in the hadronic final state,

h(p) + h"(p") " C(pC) + X . (124)

If the hadron (C) is observed, for instance, at large transverse momentum, we know that a

hard scattering has taken place, and may hope that incoherence and hence factorization is

relevant [46, 47]. In this case, the parton model suggests that the hadron C arises from the

“hadronization”, or fragmentation, of some parton k. The process of hadronization should,

following our discussion of Section 1, occur over time scales that are independent of the hard-

scattering scale, and of the fragmentation of other partons, scattered in other directions. Hadron

C is thus expected to be produced in a universal fashion from parton k, and to inherit a

fraction 0 # z # 1 of that parton’s momentum. The (incoherent) probability for this evolution

is summarized in a “fragmentation function” dC/k(z, µ2), which describes the distribution of

hadrons in the fragments of a parton, and is analogous to the parton distribution #i/h, but

with the roles of hadron and parton reversed. In perturbation theory, d must be renormalized,

and thus it depends on the factorization scale µ. The corresponding factorization formula for

single-particle inclusive cross sections is
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Hadronically decaying tops, at > 1TeV looks very much like 
a light jet due to collimation.

The opening angle is 2 mt/PT < 0.4

Hadronic cells are 0.1x0.1 and pion showering is of this 
size, thus it is not recommended to decrease cone size.

The S/B of ttbar/di-jet is worse than 0.01

Can a simple cut on the jet mass help?
Naively top jet mass=mt, QCD jet mass =0.
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where z = Q2/"""s. Given phenomenological parton distributions in some scheme, the factor-
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the signal. Fig. 1 also shows the mass distributions including leading detector effects (using
transfer functions).

We note that the analysis has an inherent tension with regard to choosing the cone size
for the jet. The reconstruction cone should be sufficiently wide to capture all the daughter
products of the hadronic top. On the other hand, we need to keep the cone appropriately
small to keep out the QCD jet background and other soft contamination [5].

We describe the gross features of the top mass distribution, without providing a de-
tailed analytic expression for the top jet. † At next to leading order, we expect the top-jet
to be broken into two contributions, J t

QCD and J t
EW (at leading order it is just given by

the top bare mass). The first contribution, J t
QCD, is similar to that of the QCD jets. It is

characterized by a very short time scale of O(10) GeV and makes the top-jet mass harder.
Using factorization, this process can be calculated by methods similar to the one discussed
in the Appendix, fixing the mass of the final parton to mt and assuming it is stable. For our
purposes, the resulting broadening is subdominant for a top mass window of ±35 GeV. ‡

At leading order, the second contribution, J t
EW , is expected to be kinematical in nature, due

to the weak decay of the top quark. The time scale is longer (of order Γt/γt = O(0.2) GeV,
where Γt is the top quark width and γt is the Lorentz boost). The main effect here is top
mass softening, because the jet cone may not capture all the particles from the top quark
decay chain. This kinematic effect depends solely on mt/(pT R). It should reduce the mass
of the top-jet and is expected to exhibit structure near the W mass. Since the top jet
mass softening is a kinematic process, it should be well described by simple phase space
generators. We schematically express the top jet mass as a sum of three contributions

mt
J ∼ mt + δmQCD + δmEW , (4.14)

where the jet mass function can be schematically written as a convolution of three different
sources

J t(mJ , mt, R, pT ) ∼
�

dmQCD dmEW dm0 δ(m0 −mt) δ(mJ −m0 −mQCD −mEW ) ×

J t
QCD(mQCD, R, pT )× J t

EW (mEW , mt/(pT R)) . (4.15)

The top mass is large, so we are not concerned about uncertainties in the lower jet mass
spectrum. We conclude that existing MC tools should well describe this part of our studies.

5 tt̄ Jets vs. QCD Jets at the LHC

In this section, we combine the results of the previous discussions, and apply them to ana-
lyze energetic SM tt̄ events vis-a-vis QCD jet production at the LHC. The main purpose of

†
For a more precise analysis in the case of e+e− collider and without providing a finite cone size see [11].

‡
It is crucial to understand this behavior if one aims to improve the top mass measurement at the LHC.

At the moment this has been studied only for lepton colliders [11].
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to note that transfer functions are applicable on events with similar jet multiplicity and
topology. We applied the transfer function (trained on Atlas truth jets) to SISCone truth
jets, which preserve the salient characteristics of the Atlas truth jets. We used the transfer
function to e!ect pT and mass smearing, but not reconstruction e"ciency. At the energies
considered in this paper, reconstruction e"ciency is very close to unity. In summary, the
results of the transfer function should be viewed simply as realistic detector smearing.

In this paper, a jet is transferred as follows. The transverse momentum and mass of
truth-level jets are smeared according to the appropriate distribution. For the purposes of
modeling the e!ects of the JES, the means of the pT distributions are shifted accordingly,
without cross correlation to the mass smearing. This is a subtle point. Depending on the
reconstruction mechanism, reported jet masses may depend proportionally on the JES; a
JES shift results in a jet mass shift. In our study of the e!ects of the JES, we do not make
a correlation between the pT and mass distributions. This e!ect is much smaller, and such
precision is not warranted in these studies.
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Figure 1: We compare the mass distribution of the leading jet
!

pT
lead ! 1000 GeV

"

for the
tt̄ signal with (the red dotted curve) and without (the black solid curve) leading detector
e!ects. The plot on the left corresponds to C4 jets; the plot on the right corresponds to
C7 jets.

In Fig. 1, we compare the tt̄ jet mass distributions for C4 and C7 jets, with and without
detector smearing, for pT

lead ! 1000 GeV. We see, as expected, that due to the finite cone
size even the top jet mass distribution is far from the naive Breit-Wigner shape. In cases
where the outgoing b quark is outside the cone we expect that the top jet mass to be picked
around the W mass. In cases where one of the quarks from the W decay are outside the
cone we expect a smooth distribution with a typical invariant mass of roughly mt/

"
2 etc...

This is even at the truth level, without detector e!ects. The black curve indeed shows a
smooth distribution with a spurious peak around the W mass. The red curve demonstrate
how the detector e!ects further smear the top jet mass distribution.

5
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As in DIS, the hard-scattering function is a power series in $s(µ2). H depends on the scheme

chosen for the parton distributions. As an example, for Hff̄ , we have, to one loop in DIS scheme
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where z = Q2/"""s. Given phenomenological parton distributions in some scheme, the factor-

ization formula gives an absolute prediction for the Drell-Yan cross section, which has been

successfully applied to a wide range of experiments. The corrections in H are not always small,

however, and as we shall see, we sometimes need information about contributions at arbitrarily

high power.

Another application of parton model ideas, extended to perturbative QCD, involves single-

particle inclusive cross sections, which count hadrons at fixed momenta, but are otherwise

inclusive in the hadronic final state,

h(p) + h"(p") " C(pC) + X . (124)

If the hadron (C) is observed, for instance, at large transverse momentum, we know that a

hard scattering has taken place, and may hope that incoherence and hence factorization is

relevant [46, 47]. In this case, the parton model suggests that the hadron C arises from the

“hadronization”, or fragmentation, of some parton k. The process of hadronization should,
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is summarized in a “fragmentation function” dC/k(z, µ2), which describes the distribution of
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single-particle inclusive cross sections is
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We employ the jet functions given in the Appendix by Eqs. (A.14) and (A.16), for fixed
jet mass and R at the next-to-leading order (NLO) with running coupling e!ects. As
we will see below, these results are consistent with the MC data for su"ciently large
(mJ ! O(100 GeV)) jet masses.

At the lower end of the jet mass spectrum, where mJ " pT R, the jet mass distribution
is dominated by higher order corrections and non-perturbative physics [41], which are
beyond the scope of our work, as our interest lies in the region of high jet mass. We note
this causes complications when trying to predict the moments of the mass distributions,
such as the mean and RMS, unless we introduce a lower cuto! on the mass.

In the Appendix, we provide the full NLO result for the jet function in term of $S,
the angle of the softer particle with respect to the jet axis. These exact results can be
approximated by the eikonal approximation introduced in Appendix B as
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where %S(pT ) is the strong coupling constant at the appropriate scale, z = mJ

pT
, c represents

the flavour of the parton which initiated the jet and Cc equals CF = 4/3 for quarks, and
CA = 3 for gluons. These expressions agree with the full NLO jet functions to the level of
about 1% and 10% for quark and gluon initiated jets in the region of the top mass window,
respectively (checked for R = 0.4 and 0.7 and pT ! 1 TeV).

We can interpret the jet function as a probability density functions for a jet with
a given pT to acquire a mass between mJ and mJ + 'mJ . Our rather simple treatment
is valid for the higher end of the jet mass spectrum (above mJ & O(100 GeV)), where
NLO perturbative calculation captures the dominant physics. In Fig. 2 we show the gluon
jet mass distribution from (A.16) with running (red, dashed), and fixed (blue, dotted)
coupling, along with the eikonal jet function (green, dashed-dotted) with fixed coupling.
The fixed scales are chosen to be pT . For reference we also superimpose in the Fig. a
1/mJ curve which has the same dimension as that of our jet functions and is roughly of
the form of the soft function (cf Appendix B). It is remarkable that our theory curves are
significantly di!erent from simple 1/mJ curve whose normalization is chosen such that this
curve overlaps with our theory curves around the top mass. This indicates that logarithmic
factor is very important in our theory prediction. Note that at lower masses the running is
much harder than the fixed cases since the configurations associated with this mass region
have lower kT (the radiated gluon momenta), leading to a larger %S. Also, the eikonal
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Phenomenological Tests

Jet masses systematically small (see also Geer, Run I)
Related to R(j2, j3) issues

Stephen Mrenna (FNAL) UWash Substructure WS 01/13/10 12 / 25

0th order rough attempt to measure at CDF
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